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Welcome
August 2012
You
Leave the rest to us
With over 50 years of property management experience, you can 
rely on us for all of your property needs.
515.233.4440 • hunziker.com
• Numerous locations throughout Ames
• Most properties “Owner” managed
• On campus rental locations 
• Full time, professional
  management and maintenence staff
• On-line rental payment option (No Fee)
• 1,100+ Apartments 
do the
Living
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R35
coupon couponcoupon
ISD
$5.55 OFF
Any $15+
Order*
Pizzas • Hot Sandwiches 
Chicken Wings • Appetizers
Free, Fast Hot Delivery!
PIZZA
& WINGS
Voted “Best Wings” 2004, 2005, 2006...
For FREE Delivery Call:
292-6600 $1464plus tax
Get a 12” single “Classic” 1-topping pizza (regular or thick) 
and a 1 lb. order of our “bigger” tastier chicken wings
FREE 
Delivery
Call:
292-6600
Save $3.55
12” HOT SANDWICH DEAL
$1294plus tax 2 - 12” Hot Sandwiches2 - Bags of Chips2 - Pair of Dill Pickles
2 - 12oz. Cans/ Cold Pop
SANDWICH CHOICES
• Ham & Cheese
• Ham Reuben
• Pepperoni Sub
• Roast Beef
• Meatball
• Classic Combo
• Vegetarian
• Turkey
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• One Discount / Purchase
• Prices Subject to Change
• Expires Dec. 31, 2012
• Please mention coupon
* Not valid with Pizza Twins
* Not valid with single chicken order
• One Discount / Purchase
• Prices Subject to Change
• Not valid with Pizza Twins
• Expires Dec. 31, 2012
• Please mention coupon
• One Discount / Purchase
• Prices Subject to Change
• Not valid with Pizza Twins
• Expires Dec. 31, 2012
• Please mention coupon
coupon needed coupon needed coupon needed
ISDISD
Save $4.20
FREE 
Delivery
with coupon
Add
1 lb. of chickenwings$7.29
• Classic Pizzas
• Hot Sandwiches
• Chicken Wings
• Boneless Wings
• Chicken Tenders
• Appetizers
• Jalapenos Poppers
• Mozzarella Sticks
207 Welch Ave. Clocktower/Campustown • 292.2334
Scan 
For 
Deals
-NEW-BonelessWingsSm. Med.Lg.
  
-NEW-
KC BBQ
Pizza
-NEW
-
Chick
en Te
nders
Sm.M
ed.Lg
-NEW-Pitsticks
12" Med. 14" Lg.
-NEW
-
JUMB
O 
20" p
izza
  -NEW-
Bosco SticksSm. & Med.
82” HD TV
11 Large TVs
NFL Sunday Ticket
4 Pool Tables
3 Dart Boards
Foosball
Big Buck Hunter
Clean Comfortable
20 Draft Beers
60 Bottle Beers
140 Liquors
DJ Every Night
Large Music Collection
Table Service Nightly
Full Portioned Shots
Drinks Served In Glass
Thursday - No Cover
TOP SHELF NIGHT: Any liquor we carry 
$4.75 double 
Any pint or bottle $2.50
$2.50 single 
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Hy-Vee Super Coupon #536
Pepsi or Mountain Dew
2 Liter Bottles
10/$10
Hy-Vee Super Coupon #537
Midwest Country Fare
White Bread
16 oz.
49¢
Open 5am-11pm
Pay at the pump 24 hrs
GASEMPLOYEE OWNED
lincoln center
640 Lincoln Way 232-1961
west location
3800 West Lincoln Way 292-5543
open 24 hours a day   n   7 days a week   n   two convenient locations
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Bakery Wine & SpiritsStarbucks Catering
Hy-Vee Super Coupon #581
Chinese Express 2 Entree
Meal, includes rice &
appetizer
Buy One, Get
One FREE!
Hy-Vee Super Coupon #582
Hy-Vee Shaved Deli 
Ham 
1.99
WELCOME
BACK
STUDENTS
/lb
FloralPharmacy Red BoxCyclone Apparel
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220 Main       Downtown       232-0080
www.amessilversmithing.com
From our hands...to her heart!
320 South Duff Ave.
Monday-Saturday 8AM-10PM
Sunday 8AM-9PM
5% off when 
you use your 
REDcard
Upgrade Your Space
• bath
• bedding
• lounge
• kitchen
• storage
• electronics
• travel
• laundry
college
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Iowa	State	Daily	Office
294-4120
Retail	
Advertising
294-2403
Classified	
Advertising
294-4123
© Copyright 2011  
Iowa State Daily Publication Board
General information: 
The Iowa State Daily is an independent 
student newspaper established in 
1890 and written, edited, and sold by 
students.
Publication Board:
Emily Kienzle 
chairperson
Sarani Rangarajan 
vice chairperson
Annie Fuller 
secretary
Preston Warnick
 
Prof. Russell Laczniak 
College of Business
Prof. Dennis Chamberlain 
Greenlee School of Journalism and 
Communication
Sarah Barthole 
The Members Group
Publication:
ISU students subscribe to the Iowa 
State Daily through activity fees paid to 
the Government of the Student Body.
Paid subscriptions are 40 cents per copy 
or $40, annually, for mailed subscriptions 
to ISU students, faculty and staff; 
subscriptions are $62, annually, for the 
general public.
The Iowa State Daily is published 
Monday through Friday during the 
nine-month academic year, except for 
university holidays, scheduled breaks 
and the finals week. 
Summer sessions:
The Iowa State Daily is published as 
a weekly on Thursdays except during 
finals week.
Opinions expressed in editorials belong 
to the Iowa State Daily Editorial Board.
The Daily is published by the Iowa State 
Daily Publication Board, Room 108 
Hamilton Hall, Ames, Iowa, 50011. 
The Publication Board meets at 5 p.m. 
on the fourth Wednesday of the month 
during the academic school year in 
Hamilton Hall.
Postmaster: 
(USPS 796-870)
Send address 
changes to:
Iowa State Daily 
Room 108 Hamilton Hall 
Ames, Iowa 50011
PERIODICALS POSTAGE
Your space
Your A&E
Your ISU
Your Ames
Religion
Your life
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By Ashley.Hunt@iowastatedaily.com
Crafts
worth wearing
Your T-shirt is now transformed into a cute workout tank. 
Enjoy!
Transformold T-shirts
into something
Cute workout tank
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
Begin with a normal T-shirt and the front of the shirt  
facing up.
Cut off the bottom hem. Be sure to keep this piece, as you 
will be using it later.
Cut off the sleeves and the collar. You can cut off as much 
or as little of the collar and sleeves as you wish. It’s up to 
your preferences. Additionally, if you want to keep both 
sleeves symmetrical, cut off one sleeve and then fold the 
shirt in half. Follow the line of your previous cut when 
cutting off your second sleeve.
Turn the T-shirt around so you are looking at the back  
of the shirt.
Cut a V shape into the back of the shirt, where the collar 
used to be.
You will now be using the piece you cut off from the 
bottom hem. Gather up the two sides of your V shape 
and wrap the hem piece around it. Meet each end in the 
middle and tie a knot. You can hide the knot or keep the 
ends long for a different look.
3.
6.4.
Photos: Megan Wolff/Iowa State Daily
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0 T-shirt scarf
 You have now trans-
formed your T-shirt into a 
fashionable scarf. Enjoy!
10.
1. Begin with an old T-shirt. Something plain or with 
little pattern will work best.
2. Cut off the top of the shirt, making a cut straight 
across the shirt horizontal-
ly, beginning in the armpit 
of one sleeve and ended 
at the armpit of the other.
3. Next, cut off the bottom hem of your T-shirt.
4. Again making horizontal cuts, cut strips of ap-
proximately 1 inch across 
the shirt. Make sure these 
cuts are horizontal or else 
the scarf will not turn out. 
Also, when making your 
strips, leave about an inch 
of space at the end of each 
cut. This way the strips are 
all still connected.
5. Lightly pull each strip  one by one. This elon-
gates the strips as well  
as gives the strips a 
curled and thinner look.
6. Grab your shirt by the end of your strips — where 
you left that inch of space. 
Gather all of the strips to-
gether holding your extra 
inch of space. The strips 
should hang in a circle and 
you should be able to see 
the basis of the scarf.
7. Your next step is going to use the hem you cut off 
your T-shirt in step 3. You 
can also use a different 
piece of fabric for this 
step. If you want to add 
texture to your scarf, you 
can use an old piece of 
leather or canvas. If you 
want to add another color, 
you can use a piece from 
another old T-shirt. I used 
a piece from another DIY 
T-shirt project to create a 
two-colored scarf.
8. You will take your chosen piece of fabric and wrap it 
around the bunched area 
at the top of your scarf.
9. You can then glue the ends together using hot 
glue or E-6000 glue. 
Otherwise, you can just 
tuck the end of your piece 
of fabric through several 
times or you can make 
a knot with each end of 
your fabric.
2.
5.
8.
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Tie-front tank
 You have now cre-
ated a fashionable 
tie front tank that is 
suitable for wearing 
to the gym or dress-
ing up for a night out. 
Enjoy!
8.
1. Begin with an old T-shirt, the front of the 
shirt facing up.
3.  Cut off the collar and sleeves of your shirt. 
For a symmetrical 
look, cut one sleeve 
off, fold the shirt in 
half, and line up the 
shirt. Follow the line 
of your previous cut 
when cutting the 
second sleeve off.
2.  You will then cut a diagonal cut form the 
outside of your shirt, 
sloping down to the 
center. Do this on 
both sides.
4.  Turn your T-shirt around, so the back  
is facing up, and  
cut across straight, 
lining up with where 
your diagonal cut  
began from step 3. 
This will create an 
even edge for the 
back of your shirt.
5. Flip your shirt back around so the front is 
facing up again.
6. Make a slit at the tip of your diagonal cuts 
— where each cut 
meets in the center. 
You will want to cut 
straight up, going 
just a little past where 
your diagonal cuts 
begin. About half 
an inch is a good 
measurement to 
aim for, but it’s really 
up to you and your 
preferences.
7.  Taking each side of the slit, make a 
simple tie-knot. You 
can double knot it to 
make sure the knot 
stays put.
2.
6.
8.
     
  2012
S
tudent Cho
ice
Hours: Sun-Thur 4-9 PM | Fri-Sat 4-10 PM  
515.233.0959 I 823 Wheeler St. #9
www.geangelos.com
Voted Best Italian 
Restaurant
Reservations Accepted
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One exciting aspect of renting your own place is the freedom to 
decorate. No matter what your style, adding some color to your 
living space can help it start to feel more like your own space 
and home.
A quick and easy way to add color to any room is by melting 
crayons to create a bright piece of art for any wall.
Materials needed
  Canvas, whichever size you prefer
  Super glue or other adhesive that does not react to heat
  Hairdryer
  Crayons, the larger the box the better
Choose your crayons
Begin by choosing the colors of crayons that you would like to 
use. Lay the crayons across the top of the canvas as you choose 
them so you know how many are needed to fill top edge.
Remember to consider how the melted colors of each crayon 
will mix. Selecting colors in a rainbow pattern from lightest to 
darkest is a popular choice, but don’t be afraid to get creative for 
a more unique look.
Glue down the crayons
Place a small amount of glue on the back of a crayon and care-
fully line it up with the top and side edge of the canvas with the 
point of the crayon pointed down. Placing a flat surfaced object 
at the top of the canvas can help to keep the crayons lined up 
with the top edge of the canvas.
Give the crayon a second to dry before gluing another crayon 
next to it. Continue this process until you have covered the 
entire edge of the canvas.
Allow the glue to dry before beginning the next step.
Blow dry the crayons
Line your floor or countertop with newspapers so no melted 
crayon gets on these surfaces.
Stand the canvas upright at a slight angle and slowly begin to 
move the hairdryer over a small section of the crayons. Using 
the low or high settings on the hairdryer can change how fast 
the crayons melt and the pattern of the melted crayons.
As the crayons melt, begin to move to a new section of crayons, 
controlling the length of melted crayon by adjusting the angle 
you are holding the canvas and how long you use the hairdryer 
on a particular section.
Dry
Once you have finished melting the entire line of crayons allow 
them to dry and enjoy!
Photo: Megan Wolff/Iowa State Daily
Crayon melting
wall art
By Katelynn.McCollough 
@iowastatedaily.com
Experience Excellence, 
Be Finessed
2716 Stange Rd 515.268.4643
Mon. - Thurs. 7:30 - 8
Sat.  8 - 4Fri.  8 - 6
www.mgmc.org
Emergency (Fire/Police/Ambulance) .  .  .  911
First Nurse .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .515-239-6877
                                           or 800-524-6877
Poison Center .  .  .  .  .  800-222-1222
Mary Greeley Medical Center
 (non-emergent).  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .515-239-2011
2012 ISU Orientation_911 ad_3.indd   1 5/3/2012   8:19:54 AM
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&glow
to make fake
fireflies
Glitter
Boone
Ames
Story City
Nevada
Ames
Ames
3300 North Grand Mall
Ames, 663-0819
Lincoln Way
Ames, 232-5715
Hwy 30/Dayton Exit
Ames, 233-5550
436 Lincoln Way
Neveda, 382-3108 
1533 Broad St.
Story City, 733-2844
1304 S. Story
Boone, 432-6645
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If you can’t find any fireflies or 
are against bug entrapment, use glow 
sticks and glitter to make fake fire-
flies in a jar.
Supplies
  Mason jar
  Glow sticks
  Glitter
1. Gather your supplies. You can use any size mason jar, but the larger the jar, the 
more glow sticks and glitter you’ll 
need. You also can choose what kind 
of glow sticks or glitter you want to 
use. I choose yellow, green and blue 
glow sticks and light silver glitter.
2. Take your glow sticks and   cut the ends of them. Make    sure you are over 
a trash can or some other area you 
don’t mind getting dirty. 
When you cut the glow sticks, the 
liquid in the glow sticks will splat-
ter. You can only see the liquid in the 
dark, so it’ll make for a surprise if you 
splatter the liquid when it’s light and 
then see it later when it’s dark.
3. Pour the glow stick liquid into the jar. Hit the glow sticks on 
the inside sides of the jar to make a 
splatter effect. Mix whichever colors 
you want.
4. Mix the glitter with  the glow stick liquid in the jar. The best way to do it 
is to flick the glitter with your fingers. 
This will make sure you don’t put 
too much glitter in the jar and it will 
also make it look more like fireflies.
5. Add any extra glow stick liquid or glitter into the jar if necessary. If you don’t 
like the result, pour the contents of 
the jar in the trash, rinse out the jar 
and start over.
6. When you are satisfied with your creation, screw the lid of the jar on and 
place the jar in a place where it gets 
sufficiently dark. I placed mine in my 
windowsill. 
The glow stick liquid will remain 
glowing for a few hours, so enjoy the 
beauty of your creation as much as 
you can before time runs out.
By Katherine.Klingseis 
@iowastatedaily.com
Photos: Katherine Klingseis/Iowa State Daily
Music is an important aspect of many 
people’s lives. If you know a song that 
speaks to your soul, you should showcase 
that song by creating a piece of wall art 
with the song’s sheet music and lyrics.
Supplies
  Canvas
  Card stock
  Mod Podge or any similar brand
  Sheet music
  Spray paint
  Acrylic sealer
1. The first step is the most dif-ficult: you must choose what song and what lyrics from that 
song you want to put on your canvas.
You’ll want to choose a song that has 
meaning and you liked for a while. If you 
choose a song you just heard on the radio, 
you may not like that song a few months 
from now, which means you may not like 
your wall art.
2. Once you choose the song and the lyrics, search online to find the sheet music for the song. 
There are many different websites you 
can find sheet music on. However, most of 
those sites charge for the sheet music. I was 
able to find my song on Scribd.com, a docu-
ment-sharing website. 
If you can’t find it on Scribd, search 
around Google for it. You’ll at least be able 
to find the first page of the song. If you want 
more of the music, you may have to buck up 
and pay for it.
3. Print the sheet music on card stock. Once printed, paste the sheets on a canvas with Mod 
Podge. Paint Mod Podge all over the sheet 
music, being careful not to smudge the ink.
4. Print off the lyrics on card stock. Cut out each letter and place the letters on the canvas 
covered with sheet music. Arrange the 
letters in the way you want them. Smooth 
the letters out and make sure there are no 
crinkles.
5. Spray paint the canvas. Make sure the letters do not come off as you are spraying. 
Use as many of as few colors as you 
wish.Just know that adding all the colors 
together does not create the rainbow — it 
creates a nasty brown color.
6. Let the paint dry for a few hours before peeling the letters off the canvas. 
After the paint dries and you have 
peeled the letters off, spray the canvas 
with a acrylic sealer to make sure the paint 
stays on the canvas and off everything else.
7. Hang the canvas on your wall and let the music speak to you as you enjoy the sight of your home-
made wall art.
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wall artSong lyrics
By Katherine.Klingseis 
@iowastatedaily.com
3.
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Apple is all about simplici-
ty in its designs; the company’s 
products all have clean, mod-
ern appearances. For those 
who want a little more com-
plexity in their technology, use 
some glitter to revamp your 
iPod power adapter.
Supplies
  iPod power adapter
  Mod Podge
  Glitter
1. First, you must gather your sup-plies. You need to 
make sure your iPod adapter is 
not plugged in and the surface 
is clean. You’ll also want to set 
up your workspace so that you 
have newspaper or some other 
coating covering your work 
surface — few things are worse 
than spilling glitter all over the 
carpet and finding glitter in 
your house and on your body 
for days.
2. Use a paintbrush to paint Mod Podge on the surface of 
the adapter, the part that plugs 
into the wall. Do not let the 
Mod Podge touch the metal 
part because that may affect 
how electricity is delivered 
2.
2536 Lincoln Way   •   (515) 292-4043
LOOKand
FEEL
like the model inside
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Make your
iGlitter adapter
iPod power adapter into your
By Katherine.Klingseis 
@iowastatedaily.com
iPOD.p18 >> Photos: Megan Wolff/Iowa State Daily
515.292.2236
rent@universitytowersames.com
RENT
Fall 2013
University Towers
www.universitytowersames.com
THE BEST VIEW
IS AT THE TOP
today for 
through the adapter. Also, do 
not put Mod Podge on the side 
of the adapter where the USB 
cord plugs in. Again, it may 
affect how electricity is deliv-
ered to the iPod.
3. Over newspaper or some other coating, pour glitter on the 
adapter. 
Put enough on the adapter 
so that you can’t see its sur-
face. Gather the excess glitter 
and pour the glitter back into 
its container.
4. Spray clear acrylic sealer onto the adapter to make 
sure the glitter stays on the 
adapter’s surface and off ev-
erything else. Set the adapter 
to the side to dry.
5. Repeat step 2 with both ends of the USB cord, making 
sure your don’t get Mod Podge 
on the metal parts.
6. Repeat step 3 with both ends of the USB cord.
7. Repeat step 6 with both ends of the USB cord.
8. Once everything is dry, you can begin using the adapter. 
If you made sure not to let the 
Mod Podge touch the metal 
parts, your adapter will be a 
“glittering” success in power-
ing your iPod, iPhone or iPad.
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>>iPOD.p17
3. 6. Photos: Megan Wolff/Iowa State Daily
Don’t worry about 
missing the bus again.
Buddy 50
only
$1,999
1930 E. 13th Street 
Ames, IA
515-232-6223
ZylstraHD.com
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NEXT TO ANYTIME FITNESS | MON-FRI 10AM-8PM | SAT 10AM-6PM | SUN NOON-5PM | DELIVERY AVAILABLE
1818 FAWCETT PKWY NEVADA 515.382.2232
TRUCKLOAD SALE!!! 
Twin was $349
NOW $287
Full was $439 
NOW $377
Queen was $449
Now $397
Twin was $359
NOW $297
Full was $459 
NOW $387
Queen was $469
NOW $414
Twin was $399
NOW $314
Full was $499 
NOW $404
Queen was $539
NOW $427
Twin was $599
NOW $392
Full was $679 
NOW $544
Queen was $699
NOW $567
HUGE       BACK TO 
SCHOOL SAVINGS!
736 Coil Count
w/Memory Foam 
ADD $50 FOR XL SIZES AND ADD $150 FOR KING SIZES
Queen Sets 
starting at
$297
while supplies last
EuroPillowtop SetsPlush Top SetsFirm Mattress Sets
VISIT US AT OUR SHOWROOM IN NEVADA OR 
THROUGH THE END OF AUGUST @ THE 
CORNER OF SOUTH 3RD & DUFF IN AMES
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1. Go to a fabric store and buy your supplies. You’ll need 3/4-yard of 
fabric for the main pillowcase, 
1/4-yard of fabric for the cuff, 1 
1/2-inch strip of fabric for the 
trim, a sewing machine (or a 
serger, thread and other basic 
sewing supplies), cutter, mat 
and a 24-inch ruler.
2. Launder, press and cut the fabric at a 90-degree angle from 
the woven end of the fabric.
3. Fold the trim piece in half length-wise and press, right-side out.
5. Take the bottom raw edge of pillowcase fab-ric, turn it up and roll it 
upward. When you see the cuff 
fabric underneath, begin roll-
ing the one layer until the roll is 
centered on the cuff fabric.
6. Roll the bottom raw edge of the cuff fabric over the roll and place 
the right side down, aligning 
all the raw edges on top. There 
should be five raw edges on top.
7. Pin the five raw edges together, sew through the layers using a 
1/4-inch seam allowance and 
backstitch at both ends.
With only a few feet of 
cloth, a sewing machine and a 
little know-how, you can make 
your own custom pillowcase.
est on a homemade
Supplies
  Main pillowcase fabric
  Cuff fabric
  Accent trim fabric
  Sewing machine (or 
serger, thread and basic 
sewing supplies)
  Cutter
  Mat
  Ruler
By Katherine.Klingseis 
@iowastatedaily.com
4. Layer the three piec-es of fabric, all right-side up and with 
their raw edges aligned on top. 
Put the cuff fabric on bottom, 
then the pillowcase fabric and 
the folded trim piece on top.
Photos: Katherine Klingseis/Iowa State Daily
8. Once you are fin-ished  sewing, reach inside the pillowcase 
and turn the entire fabric in-
side out.
SEWING.p21 >>
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9. Fold the right sides of the pillowcase togeth-er and sew or serge 
the sides and end seams.
10. Align the trim piece as you sew the side. 11.Make a French seam the inside seam. 12.  Put a pillow in the pillowcase and take a nap 
on your custom pillowcase.
Photos: Katherine Klingseis/Iowa State Daily>>SEWING.p20
• Fresh Produce
• Full Service
     Meat Counter
• Courtesy to your Car 
     Service
• Cold Beer
619 Burnett Ave
Ames, IA
(515) 232-3543
Meat Dept
(515) 232-5461
3619 Stange Rd
Ames, IA
(515) 233-3851
Meat Dept
(515) 233-3861
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As our summer comes to a close and we begin to 
settle in to Ames for another year, the stress of move-in 
day may take a place in the back of our minds.
For many, move-in day is a new beginning. It’s excit-
ing and full of new opportunities. For some, it’s just a 
day filled with sweat and hard work, and let’s be realis-
tic, maybe a little — or a lot — of anger and frustration.
I’ve moved in to both a residence hall and then to 
an apartment, and so I would like to share a few of my 
personal move-in day tips to hopefully make the ride a 
little smoother.
Make your 
move-in  plans
By Ashley.Hunt 
@iowastatedaily.com
File photo: Huiling Wu/Iowa State Daily
Caitlyn Schulz, junior in psychology, and Charlotte 
Rice, senior in supply chain management, pack their 
things April 24 to get ready to move out of the Alpha 
Delta Pi sorority house after the 2011-12 academic 
year comes to a close.
Living
MOVING.p23 >>
NEW HEROES
MADE DAILY.
$230
RECEIVE UP TO
YOUR 1ST MONTH!
Everyday at BioLife Plasma 
Services, someone discovers the 
rewarding satisfaction that comes 
from donating life-saving plasma.
In fact, becoming a hero just 
got more rewarding.
515.233.2556 
1618 GOLDEN ASPEN DRIVE 
AMES, IA 50010
SCHEDULE YOUR DONATION 
AT BIOLIFEPLASMA.COM
NEW DONORS OR DONORS WHO HAVEN’T DONATED IN TWO MONTHS OR MORE, PRESENT THIS COUPON AND RECEIVE A $10 BONUS ON YOUR SECOND DONATION.Must present this coupon prior to the initial donation to receive a $10 bonus on your second successful donation. Initial donation must be completed by 12.31.12 and second donation within 30 
days. Coupon redeemable 
only upon completing 
successful donations. May 
not be combined with any 
other offer. Only at 
participating locations. 
BONUS 
COUPON
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1. Timing is everything
There are certain times 
throughout the day that are 
more popular for moving in. 
Late morning and early after-
noon seem to be very popu-
lar, both for dorms and for 
apartments. 
To avoid the move-in day 
rush — and the wait times in 
lines for elevators or crowded 
stairways — try to come ear-
lier in the morning or in the 
evening. However, be sure to 
check the specific times al-
lowed for moving in with your 
property manager or resident 
hall director well beforehand.
2. Use boxes instead  
of bags
Try to pack things in laun-
dry baskets or plastic stor-
age bins. Garbage sacks tend 
to stretch and get holes very 
easily, so try to avoid those at 
all costs. Additionally, boxes 
stack more easily in cars or 
trailers than bags do. Boxes 
are also easier to carry and 
you can easily balance another 
box on top. Most importantly, 
you may be using plastic bins 
to store things in your room 
anyway, so if you pack up your 
bin with the items you’d like to 
keep in it, you can easily stow 
your box under your bed right 
away and not have to worry 
about it again.
3. Talk to your room-
mate beforehand
Make sure to plan with 
your roommate who brings 
what. You don’t want to both 
bring a microwave in to your 
tiny dorm room. In my expe-
rience, usually someone will 
bring the fridge and someone 
will bring the microwave. 
Discuss the big things like 
televisions and futons before. 
Don’t forget the small things as 
well. Figure out what you will 
want for plates and silverware 
or throw pillows and rugs. Get 
a plan and stick with it. 
Additionally, decide who is 
going to move in at what time. 
When I moved in to the dorms, 
I tried to move in earlier in the 
morning and my roommate 
moved in later on in the day. 
That way we weren’t both try-
ing to figure things out in our 
tiny room at the same time.
4. Pack your things in a 
strategical way
When putting your things 
in boxes, try to put like items 
together. For example, keep 
all your bathroom items in 
one box, your food and kitch-
en items in one box and your 
school supplies in another. 
This way, you can unpack one 
box at a time and not be look-
ing around for some stray 
notebook. This will make mov-
ing in organized, easy, timely 
and efficient.
5. Unpack things in  
a certain order
Odds are, if you’re moving 
in on an August day, it’s going 
to be hot. So when you pack 
up your car, put the fan on top. 
That way it’s the first thing you 
set up in your room and you can 
be as cool as possible. Bring up 
a power surge strip early too. 
Then when you unpack your 
electronics you won’t have to 
worry about finding some-
where to plug everything in 
— you can do it as you go. Also, 
unpack the big things first. If 
you’re moving in to an apart-
ment, bring your bed, desk and 
dresser up first. It’s easier to 
add the little things once the 
big things are already in place. 
If you’re moving in to a dorm 
and plan on bringing a futon — 
bring that up first. That way, if 
you need to take a rest you have 
a comfortable place to do so — 
and you can have the fan cool-
ing you off.
6. Bring manpower  
and assign tasks
You’re going to want to have 
help moving all that stuff in. 
Regardless of it being family or 
friends, more may not always 
be better. If you have too many 
people helping out, hallways 
are bound to get clogged and 
people will get in each other’s 
way. A good number to have is 
three people besides yourself. 
That way you will have enough 
help to make the move-in 
quick but not bump in to each 
other along the way. Once you 
MOVING.p24 >>
>>MOVING.p22
College is
Stressful 
Enough!
Don’t let back or neck 
pain get you down
“Your Local Family Chiropractor”
NEW PATIENTS WELCOME
We’ll work with your hometown chiropractor
Convenient hours!
Call Us Today For an Appointment  233-1709
809 Wheeler - Northern Lights
BEST
SPORTS BAR
Thing to Happen
Restaurant Service
IN AMES
IN The Past Year
Chicken Wings
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have your helpers, be sure 
to assign each person a task. 
That way, you can stay out of 
each other’s way and have an 
efficient system going on at 
the same time. Have someone 
organizing your closet or desk 
while a tech-savvy person sets 
up the television and other 
electronics.
7. Bring a mattress pad
Those dorm beds are prob-
ably going to be pretty thin and 
a little uncomfortable. Don’t 
forget to bring a pad to add a 
little extra comfort. You don’t 
have to go out and buy some 
really expensive memory foam 
— I got mine from Wal-Mart 
for about $20 — and it was re-
ally comfortable.
8. Don’t bring every-
thing at once
You might think it easy to 
bring everything right away. 
But both dorms and apart-
ments can be a little pressed for 
space. For the first few weeks, 
try to only bring the necessary 
things. You can decide then if 
you have enough room to bring 
some extra clothes or to put a 
printer on your desk. 
In addition, you probably 
don’t want to bring all your 
winter clothes up yet either. 
You can switch your shorts 
and sandals for your coats and 
boots when you go home for 
Thanksgiving break.
9. Bring water
Like I said, if you move in 
on an August day, it’s bound 
to be hot. Bring water bottles 
to stay hydrated. Bring snacks 
as well to keep up enough en-
ergy to haul all your things into 
your room. Also make sure you 
stay comfortable to avoid any 
grumpy moods and fights with 
your friends or family while 
moving in.
10. Have fun with it
Yes, moving in can be 
stressful and sad. However, 
this is also an exciting time 
for both you and your family. 
You’re starting a new chapter 
of your life — whether it’s your 
first year at Iowa State or just a 
new year here. Be sure to joke 
around a bit and try to relax. 
The day will be over before you 
know it.
>>MOVING.p23
File photo: Nick Nelson/Iowa State Daily
Logan Mormann, junior in marketing, and Caleb Burns, freshman in mechanical engineering, 
help move a mini-fridge into Wallace Hall on Aug. 17.
P L A C E S .  P E O P L E .  L O V E
www.UniversityPlains.com    4912 Mortensen Road 
888.819.9392  Ames, IA 50014
Basketball &
sand volleyball court.
24hr fitness center,
tanning & gameroom.
CyRide stop
Washer/dryer in every apt.
Pet Friendly
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There is a certain excite-
ment that comes with renting 
an apartment for the first time, 
but with that excitement can 
also be lots of questions and 
a whole new set of things to 
learn.
Renting an apartment 
while attending school can be 
an amazing experience, or, in 
some cases, a nightmare.
To keep your off campus 
living experience be the best 
it can be just remember these 
key points.
Protect yourself
 When you first move in to 
your new home Aug. 1, you will 
be given a condition report to 
fill out for your landlord.
As you fill out this paper on 
the current condition of the 
apartment be as specific and 
detailed as possible. Any dam-
ages or issues with your resi-
dences that you do not record 
in the report may end up com-
ing out of your deposit when 
you leave the lease.
One way to protect yourself 
on the condition of your place 
on move-in day is to take pho-
tos of each room before bring-
ing in your stuff. This helps 
prove the apartments condi-
tion from when you moved in 
to when you move out.
Designate a folder or box 
where you can keep a copy 
of these photos, lease agree-
ments and any other impor-
tant documents that deal with 
your lease. This way you al-
ways know where they are and 
have them in case a situation 
Guide for first-time renters
By Katelynn.McCollough 
@iowastatedaily.com
RENT.p26 >>
Photo: Adam Ring/Iowa State Daily
Think in the long term when living in an apartment. At the end 
of a lease, think about whether you want to re-sign for the next 
year, especially if you won’t be staying the whole time.
Apartments
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or question arises.
Communicate with  
your landlord
The minute you have a 
maintenance or lease issue, 
contact the landlord ASAP.
Reporting a maintenance 
issue quickly and getting it 
fixed will keep the apartment 
in a good condition.
If a roommate decides to 
leave the lease before the end 
of the contract let your land-
lord know so they can inform 
you of your options and pos-
sibly help in finding a sublease.
Choose roommates 
carefully
Most leases in Ames are on 
a 12-month basis. This means 
that you will be with whoever 
you choose to live with for that 
entire month, so choose wisely.
Moving in with a boyfriend 
or girlfriend can be a particu-
larly difficult option. No mat-
ter what the status of your 
relationship over that time pe-
riod, you will both continue to 
be liable on the lease.
If you have roommate is-
sues, there is no community 
adviser to help you like in a 
dorm. All problems must be 
solved among you and your 
roommates.
Think long term
Have an idea of where you 
want to be in the next year, 
and don’t sign into a lease if 
you don’t think you’ll be still 
living in Ames a few months 
from now. If you don’t like your 
apartment or roommates then 
make sure that you do not re-
sign the lease for next year.
>>RENT.p25
Photo: Adam Ring/Iowa State Daily
When	you	first	move	into	an	apartment,	make	sure	to	check	the	condition	of	every	feature	in	every	
room.	That	way,	you	can	build	protection	against	end-of-lease	damage	charges.
Check Us Out Online!
3705 Lincoln Way
515-292-4646
Serving the community for 27 years!
We Offer:
Pet Food Supplies • Grooming  
Birds • Reptiles • Exotic Fish  
& MUCH MORE!
www.facebook.com/ark.petshop
TEXT: G146 to
36000 for special offers
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Tips on being a 
good roommate
Connecting
Photo courtesy of Thinkstock
Building roommate connections can be difficult in any 
situation, but if you work at it, you will have a good year.
Roommates come in many 
varieties: One will forever be 
your best friend while another 
will be your archnemesis. To 
make sure the relationship 
doesn’t crumble due to your 
antics, here are some tips on 
how to be a good roommate.
Do clean up after 
yourself
College will likely be the 
first time you have lived away 
from your parents. 
They will not be around to 
pick up all of your messes like 
they did when you went home 
this summer. 
To be considerate to your 
roommates, make sure you 
clean up after yourself. 
We’re all busy, you 
shouldn’t cause your room-
mate to take time out of his or 
her day to clean up after you. 
Don’t let your room-
mates walk all over you
There’s a line between be-
ing considerate and being a 
pushover. Helping out your 
roommates every once in a 
while is fine, but if you find 
yourself cleaning up your 
roommates’ messes every day, 
you may have crossed the line 
into “pushover zone.”
For those who are noncon-
frontational, becoming a push-
over may be easier than stand-
ing up to your roommates. 
However, you will likely not 
be very happy.
Do spend time with 
your roommates
Many people will come to 
Iowa State and not know their 
roommates. Some will not 
even bother getting to know 
their roommates. This is not a 
good idea. 
You’ll get much more out of 
your time here if you attempt 
to get to know the people or 
person who live with you.
Instead of avoiding spend-
ing time with your roommates, 
stay in your room and get to 
know your roommates. 
Don’t suffocate your 
roommates with  
your presence
While spending time with 
your roommates is important, 
it’s also a good idea to give your 
roommates some space. Too 
much of a good thing is not al-
ways best. 
That philosophy is defi-
nitely true when it comes to 
roommate bonding time.
By Katherine.Klingseis 
@iowastatedaily.com
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Total Recall (Aug. 3)
Summer 2012 has been filled with a 
mob of action films — “The Avengers,” 
“The Amazing Spider-Man,” “Dark Knight 
Rises,” “Prometheus,” etc. “Total Recall,” a 
sci-fi action film starring Colin Farrell, 
joins the crowd Aug. 3.
“Total Recall” is a remake of 1990 
film of the same name starring Arnold 
Schwarzenegger. The film takes place in 
2084 in a world divided into two super-
powers, Euroamerica and New Shanghai.
Douglas Quaid, played by Farrell, is 
a discontent factory worker who visits 
Rekall, a corporation that plants memo-
ries into its clients. 
While at Rekall, Quaid finds out his 
memory was already erased, and he was 
previously a secret spy. With that knowl-
edge, Quaid must run from those who are 
attempting to kill him.
Most remakes are awful, especial-
ly ones that originally starred Arnold 
Schwarzenegger (Remember the 2011 
“Conan the Barbarian” remake? Neither 
do I). But “Total Recall” has a star-studded 
cast — Farrell, Kate Beckinsale, Jessica 
Biel, Bill Nighy and Ethan Hawke. The 
trailer also shows some awesome action 
scenes and set designs.
“Total Recall” might not be the best 
movie of the summer, but it will offer you 
some excitement before you get back to 
the daily grind of classes.
The Bourne Legacy (Aug. 10)
In addition to being the summer of 
action flicks, this summer has also been 
the season for remakes, reboots and 
other continuations of film series. “The 
Bourne Legacy,” the fourth installment of 
the Bourne film series, will continue this 
trend.
Five years after “The Bourne 
Ultimatum,” the third Bourne film, the se-
ries will take off again with “The Bourne 
Legacy.” The fourth installment will tell 
the story of how the CIA reacts to the 
events of “The Bourne Ultimatum.”
Jeremy Renner, who played Hawkeye 
in “The Avengers,” portrays Aaron Cross, 
an agent of Operation Outcome. Cross 
must try to stay alive as CIA agent Byer, 
played by Edward Norton, tries to assas-
sinate him.
The Bourne film series, which was 
originally a book series, has garnered a 
lot of fans. Those fans will likely go to 
“The Bourne Legacy,” even without Matt 
Damon in it. The film will also gain the 
attention of action movie fans, who will 
probably still be rejoicing in the buf-
fet of action movies they consumed this 
summer.
Bourne fans should breathe a sigh of 
relief because “The Bourne Legacy” was 
written and directed by Tony Gilroy, who 
also wrote the previous Bourne films. If 
Gilroy doesn’t do a complete 180, “The 
Bourne Legacy” should have a similar feel 
to the previous films in the series. So, with 
those films as precedents, there should be 
a lot of chases, gun shots and secrets in 
“The Bourne Legacy.”
The Campaign (Aug. 10)
Will Ferrell and Zach Galifianakis have 
become the kings of comedy, with both 
starring in several comedy movies in the 
past couple of years. In “The Campaign,” 
Ferrell and Galifianakis join forces to 
mock politicians.
Ferrell and Galifianakis portray two 
rival politicians in North Carolina. Cam 
Brady, played by Ferrell, is a cocky incum-
bent who must compete against rookie 
politician Marty Huggins, played by 
Galifianakis.
The release date  for “The Campaign” 
is perfect timing for the upcoming U.S. 
elections. 
From the trailer, it appears as if the 
movie is going to be a tongue-in-cheek 
portrayal of the over-the-top campaign 
antics of politicians. 
The topic will be relevant because, 
when the movie comes out, politicians will 
likely be heavily campaigning.
Many people will go to the movie just 
to see Ferrell and Galifianakis act together, 
since it will be the first time the two have 
starred in a movie together. It will be in-
Movies to see as your 
summer credits roll
Find new hope as August 
releases strike back before 
the return of the semester
By Katherine.Klingseis 
@iowastatedaily.com
Cinema
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teresting to see the chemistry between 
Ferrell and Galifianakis and how the two 
play off each other.
However, just because of the timeli-
ness of the movie’s topic and the track 
records of the two stars, “The Campaign” 
may be a box office bomb. Political com-
edies with big-named stars may not trans-
late into big box office numbers or critics’ 
approval — just look at “Man of the Year” 
starring Robin Williams or “Swing Vote” 
starring Kevin Costner.
The Odd Life of Timothy Green 
(Aug. 15)
Disney comes off the financial and 
critical success of “Brave” with the release 
of the fantasy drama “The Odd Life of 
Timothy Green.”
The movie tells the tale of a couple 
— played by Jennifer Garner and Joel 
Edgerton — who are unable to conceive 
a baby. So, they decide to write down on 
pieces of paper all the characteristics they 
want in a child, put those pieces of paper in 
a box and then bury that box in their back-
yard. During the night, a young boy, played 
by CJ Adams, appears in the couple’s 
house.
The boy, named Timothy Green, was 
born from the Earth. The rest of the film 
shows the couple and Timothy growing 
together and living as a family.
Peter Hedges, the director and co-writ-
er of the film, also wrote “What’s Eating 
Gilbert Grape,” “About a Boy” and “Dan 
in Real Life.” Taking those movies in 
mind, “The Odd Life of Timothy Green” 
will probably have somewhat of a indie 
feel to it. 
The movie will also likely be set in a 
suburban or rural location, which could 
reflect the fact Hedges is originally from 
West Des Moines.
“The Odd Life of Timothy Green” 
seems to be a feel-good film, which is per-
fect for students feeling sad their summer 
is ending.
Sparkle (Aug. 17)
The biggest reason why people are 
talking about “Sparkle” is because it will 
be Whitney Houston’s final film — she 
died three months after filming. However, 
the film deserves attention for its plot and 
other cast members, in addition to it being 
Houston’s last movie.
“Sparkle,” which is a remake of 1976 
film of the same name, is a musical film 
inspired by The Supremes. The movie is 
about three sisters who form a girls’ sing-
ing group in the 1950s.
Jordin Sparks, season six “American 
Idol” winner, plays Sparkle, one of the 
three sisters. Houston plays Emma, 
Sparkle’s mom.
“Sparkle” will be Houston’s last and 
Spark’s first movie. If “Sparkle” to Houston 
is like “The Dark Knight” was to Heath 
Ledger, the movie will help Houston’s ca-
reer. Furthermore, if “Sparkle” to Sparks 
is like “Dreamgirls” was to Jennifer 
Hudson, the movie will catapult Sparks 
into stardom.
Cee Lo Green also acts in “Sparkle.” 
He, Houston and Sparks all have songs on 
the film’s soundtrack. R. Kelly, Grammy 
Award-winning musician, served as the 
main producer for the soundtrack, and 
Curtis Mayfield, Rock and Roll Hall of 
Fame member, wrote songs for the film.   
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Tune in to old favorites, 
discover new shows
By Josh.Oren 
@iowastatedaily.com
Fall is coming, meaning an end to summer and a new beginning for television shows.  
While some shows have ended or suffered the ax from producers due to low ratings,  
there’s still plenty of variety to go around for this year.
Television
‘The Following’ (Fox)
Joe Carroll (James Purefoy), a serial killer, breaks out of pris-
on and the former FBI agent, Ryan Hardy (Kevin Bacon), who 
put him in prison is brought back to hunt him down. Carroll isn’t 
alone, however. During his time in prison, he’s used social net-
working to create a cult following, causing more trouble.
‘Fringe’ (Fox)
Fox’s current sci-fi thriller returns for a fifth and final sea-
son, with 13 episodes as opposed to the usual 26. The Observers 
are coming to our world, and the main crew (Anna Torv, Joshua 
Jackson, John Noble) is working to find ways to avoid the terrible 
events which will occur by 2036.
‘How I Met Your Mother’ (CBS)
The hit comedy show about five New Yorkers (Josh Radner, 
Jason Segal, Cobie Smulders, Alyson Hannigan, Neil Patrick 
Harris) begins it’s eighth season this fall, rumored to be the series 
last season, due to the actors’ contracts. While their contracts 
could be renewed, the producers have worked on two story lines: 
one that could wrap up the series and one that can lead into a 
ninth season.
TV.p34 >>
‘Once Upon a Time’ (ABC)
This fantasy drama written by the same writers from “Lost,” 
returns for its sophomore season. Based on and inspired by mul-
tiple fairy tales, the story centers around Emma Swan (Jennifer 
Morrison), the descendant of well-known fairy tale characters. 
In the new season, the story continues in Storybrooke, Maine, 
where residents are characters from fairy tales, with a curse. 
Captain Hooke from the Peter Pan stories will be a new antago-
nist this season.
Golden Wok is located at 223 Welch Ave and has 
been opened since 1986. We operate 8,000 square 
feet out of 3 floors. The first one is our ice cream shop 
with a gaming area and karaoke lounge. Second floor 
is our main dining area, carry out and delivery with 
buffet table. The third floor is our large karaoke room 
and theme room. Today, Golden Wok serves the finest 
Chinese cuisine food with multiple dining in, carry out 
and best Chinese delivery service. Also there is a huge 
selection of ice cream, freeze, milkshakes, as well as 
Asian Bubble Tea (mixed with sweet tapioca).
One of the best attractions Golden Wok has is that it 
features Asian style karaoke private rooms and can be 
complemented by bottle service. There are five karaoke 
rooms that can sit anywhere from 6 to 30 persons and 
available for walk-ins and reservations. Each room 
features a karaoke on demand (KOD) computer touch 
screen system with a comprehensive selection of song 
with real Music Videos in multiple languages, as well 
as, delectated services. Also, we always update our 
songs in the data base to keep up with the latest songs 
and satisfy our customers.
We can host varieties of events, activities, and parties 
at Golden Wok and have enough space for 100 people 
in our main lobby area. We have hosted Single Night, 
Singing Competitions, Speed Dating, Birthday Parties, 
and Festival Celebration Parties in the past. Therefore, 
if you like to make new friends or try new things, just 
come to Golden Wok. It will surprise you.  
FREE
Milkshake or Bubble Tea
with purchase of $20 or more.
Expires Oct. 30, 2012 Expires Oct. 30, 2012 Expires Oct. 30, 2012 Expires Oct. 30, 2012
Buy 1 hour
Karaoke Room Rental Get the 
2nd Hour Free! 
(not valid on Friday or Saturday)
FREE Appetizer
With purchase of $20.00 or 
more. (Up to $3.50 value)
Our Best
Lunch Speical
$6.49
20oz. entree, 1 egg roll, 1 crab rangoon 
with fried rice when you order 2 or more 
entree’s. Add $1.00 for seafood
Golden Party Deal
515-292-2658
223 Welch Ave
Sun-Thur 10:30am - Midnight
Fri & Sat 10:30 - 2am
$39.99
(Feeds 4-6)
(4) 26oz. entree, (4) crab rangoons, (4) egg roll, (1) order 
chicken wings or (L) Asian Chicken Salad. (1) 32oz. soup or 
pot sticker. (1) liter of soda. (1) order Sugar Biscuits. Limit (1) 
seadfood entree/chef’s special
Expires Oct. 30, 2012
Small Family Deal
(Feeds 3-4)
$21.99
(2) 26oz Entree, (2) egg rolls (4) crab rangoons, (1) order sugar 
biscuits, (1) 32oz. soup or (L) Asian Chicken Salad. Limit (1) 
seafood entree/chef’s special.
Expires Oct. 30, 2012
Dinner for 1
$9.49
Dinner for 2
(1) 20oz. Entree, (2) Crab rangoons, (1) 12oz. soup. Add $1.00 
for seafood entree or $1.00 to upgrade to 26oz entree/chef’s 
special with extra charge.
$17.99
(2) 20oz entree, (4) Crab rangoons, (1) 32oz soup or (1) 
order of sugar biscuits. Limit (1) seafood entree/chef’s 
special. $2.00 upgrade to (2) 26oz. entree.
Expires Oct. 30, 2012 Expires Oct. 30, 2012
223 Welch
Main Dining Area
Best Chinese Delivery In Town
Main Karaoke Lounge
Private V.I.P. Room
Pool Table, Poker Tables, Foosball Table
Arcade Machine, and 120in. PS3 Screen.
BEST
 Chin
ese 
Deliv
ery fo
r
26 ye
ars!
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‘666 Park Avenue’ (ABC)
Based on the book series by Gabrielle Pierce, a couple (Dave 
Annable and Rachael Taylor) gets hired as residential managers 
for an apartment building in New York. Little do they know that 
each resident had their desires fulfilled by making a deal with 
the devil.
‘Modern Family’ (ABC)
A sitcom of three families and their trials and tribulations, 
done in the style of “mockumentary” (the characters have 
agreed to be interviewed for a show that is going to be aired in 
the Netherlands) returns for its fourth season. The families’ 
antics too often reveal more than they thought in this comedy. 
Features Emmy Award winners Eric Stonestreet and Ty Burrell 
(Supporting Actors) and Julie Bowen (Supporting Actress).
‘Arrow’ (The CW)
The CW previously had “Smallville,” a show based on 
Superman’s life before he became the Man of Steel. Now, they’re 
doing a show based on the life of the Green Arrow (played by 
Stephen Amell) before his rise to superheroics. This show will be 
going for a realistic approach as the Green Arrow goes around as a 
vigilante, stopping crime by his own means of justice.
‘Elementary’ (CBS)
No doubt somewhat inspired by the success of BBC’s hit show 
“Sherlock,” the American take on the famous Sherlock Holmes 
novels has taken a few steps in their own direction, like having the 
character of Watson be female (played by Lucy Liu) and adding 
various modern aspects to Sir Arthur Conan Doyle’s beloved sto-
ries. Sherlock himself will be played by Jonny Lee Miller.
‘Community’ (NBC)
The comedy show about a community college student body 
(starring John McHale, Donald Glover, Chevy Chase, Gillian 
Jacobs) returns after some worries of whether or not it was can-
celed. It will be returning with 13 episodes, which is shorter than 
usual, but the fans should be satisfied it’s more than none.
>>TV.p32
‘Crossbones’ (NBC)
Set in 1715, Tom Lowe is an undercover assassin who’s mis-
sion is to assassinate the infamous pirate, Blackbeard. Amidst the 
undercover operation, Lowe grows an appreciation for the noto-
rious seafarer. The show, currently in pre-production, has been 
labeled by NBC as “coming soon.”
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Outlaws
Maybe most known for 
its “country theme,” Outlaws 
is one of the favorite stops 
for ISU students. Thursday 
through Saturtday, Outlaws 
opens up its infamous dance 
floor where patrons can pret-
zel to some of today’s top coun-
try hits. Outlaws is one of the 
participants of Mug Night and 
has a variety of beer on tap.
Welch Ave. Station
If you prefer just to sit down 
Bar basics
By Cody.Gredell 
@iowastatedaily.com
File photo: David Derong/Iowa State Daily.
Heidi Petersen and Erin O’Grady, of Ames, work on a magazine project at a table in the London 
Underground. This British-style pub on Main Street offers a selection of imported beers as well 
as other specialty drinks.
No matter your 
style, Ames bars 
have your party
BARS.p36 >>
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with some close friends to en-
joy a drink, Welch Ave. Station 
may be the place for you. 
Located under Pizza Pit on 
Welch, of-age students can go 
on a Wednesday night and en-
joy a pint of one of Olde Main’s 
brews or perhaps a $2 pint of 
Newcastle, a great beer at a 
cost-friendly price. 
Welch Ave. Station offers 
a sit down atmosphere op-
posed to the get-up-and-go at-
mosphere of some of Welch’s 
other bars.
Sips
If dancing is your thing, you 
could feel right at home at Sips. 
Located on Welch, just un-
der Paddy’s, Sips is one of the 
top places to be to close out a 
night of bar hopping. 
With its large dance floor 
and bass thumping speakers, 
Sips provides a great atmo-
sphere to “shake what your 
momma gave you.” 
Sips is also one of the par-
ticipants of Mug Night and has 
a variety of beer on tap. File photo: Iowa State Daily
Mickey’s Irish Pub has a patio it opens up when the weather is warm. As its name suggests, 
this bar offers an atmosphere akin to an Irish pub.
>>BARS.p35
BARS.p37 >>
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London Underground
Want a change of pace from 
the bustle of Welch? The British-
style London Underground is a 
destination for you. Located on 
Main Street, the London Under- 
ground offers a plethora of im-
ported beers and other specialty 
drinks, if you happen to be down-
town on a night out.
Mickey’s Irish Pub
With its seemingly bottom-
less bowl of Dum-Dum Pops 
and self-serve hotdog station, 
Mickey’s offers an Irish pub 
atmosphere as well as a giant 
moose with an apparent bra fe-
tish. Mickey’s also has karaoke 
Tuesday nights, and manager 
Thomas Oxenford recom-
mends their mix of Jameson 
and ginger ale.
Charlie Yoke’s
New to Campustown, 
Charlie Yoke’s is filling the 
space once occupied by Head-
liners. Yoke’s promises a re-
laxed atmosphere with a vari-
ety of live music. 
Photo: Kendra Plathe/Iowa State Daily
Campustown is now home to a new restaurant and bar, Charlie Yoke’s, located in the building 
previously occupied by Headliners at Lincoln Way and Welch Avenue. Charlie Yoke’s is open 
from 11 a.m. to 10 p.m. daily, with the bar staying open until 2 a.m. 
>>BARS.p36
www.skunkrivercycles.com
Get to Class Fast. Ride a Bike!
• Bikes in Stock • Repairs For All Makes/Models • Free Licensing
• Free Maps • Free Estimates • Student Alumni Discounts 
308 Main Street  |  Downtown Ames  |  232-0322
Mon-Sat: 10-6  • Thurs: 10-8
Bring in
this ad 
and receive 
20% OFF
any accessory, 
part, or helmet.
Regular Prices Only. Expires 10/1/12
*Skunk River Cycles recommends wearing a helmet.
• Accessories Installed Free
126 S 3rd St. 
515-232-3669
We Have Your Bike and
It’s Awesome!
Mon - Fri 10 am - 7 pm
Saturday 10 am - 5 pm
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To some college students, video 
games and free time make a match from 
heaven for those who need time away 
from their vigorous studies. As the fall 
season of 2012 rapidly approaches, more 
and more new games are being revealed 
that are sure to make this one of the 
greatest gaming years we’ve ever seen.
As the list is constantly growing, this 
year’s releases are once again giving us 
evidence as to why gaming is such a pop-
ular hobby. Some of the biggest-hitting 
titles have already been revealed that 
will surely eat up some of our time near 
Fall games promise 
great distractions
By Levi.Castle 
@iowastatedaily.com
Photo courtesy of Rockstar Games
GAMES.p40 >>
Video games
Brilliant Weekly Specials
Monday: $1 PBR, 
 $1 off Iowa Microbrews
Tuesday: $ 1 off Bottles
Wednesday: $ 4 Martini
Thursday: $1 Gin & Tonic
Friday: $2 off Pitchers
Saturday: $2.50 Rum Drinks
Sunday: $3 Bloody Mary
Ames’ Finest British Pub
Royal Family 
Approved
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the end of the year and beyond. There’s 
surely something for everyone on this list 
of hot upcoming titles.
For shooter fans, “Call of Duty” has 
probably been a staple in your gaming 
life ever since “Modern Warfare” struck 
incomparable gold with its revolutionary 
multiplayer formula back in 2007. In the 
series’ fifth game since then, developer in-
terviews have advertised the formula mil-
lions know and love (but are starting to 
grow tired of ) is being completely rebuilt. 
“Call of Duty: Black Ops II” has promise to 
bring new ideas to the series, and should 
definitely be on competitive gamers’ ra-
dars (so to speak) this year.
“Halo 4” is also something that many 
gamers are keeping their eyes on. With a 
revamped multiplayer taking the legend-
ary series in another direction, the new 
developer behind the franchise is aiming 
to make this the biggest Halo of them all, 
and the multiplayer demos people have 
been playing make it seem to be just that. 
Xbox users will get this exclusive this year.
“Medal of Honor: Warfighter” is also 
shaping up to be another great online ex-
perience just like its predecessor (“Medal 
of Honor”) and its cousin (“Battlefield”). 
With the DICE team behind multiplayer 
development once again, we can be as-
sured of sound game design and gaming 
experiences being presented to us when 
the game is released. Shooter fans should 
also keep an eye out for the plethora of 
“Battlefield 3” downloadable content 
coming out in the next few months, as the 
DICE team adds numerous maps to the 
already impressive list of warzones.
For open-world gamers, this holiday 
season just gets better and better as the 
genre gets to see more and more exciting 
reveals. First of all, “Grand Theft Auto V” 
has been announced and looks absolutely 
stunning. With a return to our beloved 
San Andreas, we will no longer be bound 
to just city life like we were in “GTA IV.” 
Instead, the massive countryside as well 
as the city will be our playground of de-
struction. The game has a very low chance 
of releasing this year, but it’s on this list 
because it might still happen.
“Dishonored,” Ubisoft’s surprise re-
veal at E3 2012, is an open-world game 
where hacking electronics is how you 
traverse, manipulate and destroy the city 
you (a detective) are trying to protect. The 
game is indeed getting released this year, 
so if October is too long a wait for you, 
checking out the gameplay demo should 
soothe your open-world cravings.
Still not your exploratory fancy? 
“Guild Wars 2,” a game that is taking the 
MMORPG world by storm, will be re-
leased right as school starts, which should 
more than hold over anyone waiting for 
other releases. Those that can’t wait for 
the game and want to experience “the 
greatest MMO ever created” for years to 
come will be playing it extensively as soon 
as the end of August hits and the game goes 
live. If games like “World of Warcraft” and 
“Star Wars: The Old Republic” are grow-
ing boring to you, “Guild Wars” is the way 
of the MMORPG future.
More epic open-world games? Keep 
‘em, comin’, Ubisoft. A title many gamers 
are stoked for is the third installment to 
its “Far Cry” survival-exploration series. 
In “Far Cry 3,” players get to go back to 
the roots of what made the original so fun, 
while everything that made the second 
one mediocre is gone. With Vaas, a new 
villain whose name is terrifying just to 
hear, the series looks like its got its great-
est entry right around the corner.
There are many more titles coming out 
in the fall; these only scratch the surface. 
As the weather cools, gamers everywhere 
will experience a season full of titles that 
we’ve waited years for.
Photo courtesy of Flickr/Spica
“Halo 4” promises a revamped multiplayer style, which hopefully will take the massively popular series in a new direction. The 
title is just one of several new games to be released yet this year.
>>GAMES.p38
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We all know that technol-
ogy has one of the shortest rel-
evance-periods of any item we 
shop for today; that is, technol-
ogy is growing and changing 
so fast, chances are whatever 
we bought a week ago has al-
ready been improved on, and 
what we bought is therefore 
obsolete.
While taking this into ac-
count and keeping in mind the 
budgets of college students, 
there are a few tips every stu-
dent should know when shop-
ping for new technology.
First of all, it’s always great 
to hold off on buying until you 
at least know your major or 
maybe even your class and ac-
tivities schedule.
When you know enough 
information that lets you walk 
through a typical campus day 
in your head, it’s much easier 
to narrow down what new 
tech you think you’ll need.
Considering your major 
when shopping is important. 
For instance, a journalism 
student would be very well 
off with a tablet or a netbook 
(to take notes on and write re-
ports), while a computer sci-
ence major would be better off 
with something more power-
ful for their work.
Let’s say we know our ma-
jor and can’t decide between a 
tablet (for versatility and por-
tability) and a netbook/laptop 
(for mainly classwork).
While we might think our-
selves in a slight conundrum, 
we mustn’t forget that new, 
innovative products are con-
stantly being introduced.
Companies have heard us-
ers’ cries for a combination 
of tablet portability/battery 
life with the ease-of-use of a 
netbook.
In the past year, a new type 
of device has taken the college 
and home markets by storm, 
and it’s known as the Asus 
Transformer.
While many tablets boast 
exceptional battery power and 
ease-of-use, the Transformer 
series is renowned for its add-
on, fully detachable QWERTY 
keyboard boosting the unit’s 
battery life to an unheard-of 
18 hours.
With the keyboard attached, 
the tablet turns from your typi-
cal touchscreen into a netbook 
unlike any other. Detached, it’s 
been heralded as one of the best 
Android tablets, too. 
With a variety of models 
to choose from that could fit 
almost any budget, those who 
were considering laptops are 
now looking at these “hybrids” 
as a great option.
Prices are usually $300 
and up, and the Internet is 
your best bet for low prices, 
but it doesn’t hurt to check lo-
cal stores.
MacBooks and other Apple 
products are also very popular 
on campus, especially since the 
a good amount of computers at 
Iowa State are Apple products. 
This means unbridled 
compatibility with any Apple 
product of yours, whether it be 
an iPad you want to charge in 
the library or an iTunes playl-
ist you want to put on your de-
partment’s iMac.
As far as shopping for 
Apple products goes, you can 
expect to pay more than other 
brands.
If money isn’t an issue, it 
comes down to personal pref-
erence, like which operating 
By Levi.Castle 
@iowastatedaily.com
The tablets are coming
Photo courtesy of Flickr/salendron
In the age of tablet computing, the Asus Transformer has taken the market by storm with its fully detachable keyboard, which 
boosts the tablets battery power to 18 hours.
Technology
Android teaming 
with Windows 8 
may shake it up
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TABLETS.p42 >>
Fall Volunteer Fair
September 10, 2012
10:00 AM - 2:00 PM
Memorial Union
Business, Industry and 
Technology Career Fair
September 26, 2012
12:00 - 6:00 PM
Hilton Coliseum
Ag & Life Sciences
15 Curtiss
www.career.ag.iastate.edu
(515) 294-4725
Design
297 College of Design
http://home.design.iastate.
edu/CareerServices
(515) 294-0735
Human Sciences
131 MacKay Hall
www.hs.iastate.edu/
career-services
(515) 294-0626
All majors are welcome to attend any event.
Business
1320 Gerdin Business Building
www.business.iastate.edu/careers
(515) 294-2542
Engineering
308 Marston Hall
www.engineering.iastate.edu/ecs
(515) 294-2540
Liberal Arts and Sciences
202 Catt Hall
www.las.iastate.edu/
career_services
(515) 294-4841
Engineering Career Fair
September 25, 2012
12:00 - 6:00 PM
Hilton Coliseum & 
Scheman Building
Ag & Life Sciences 
Career Fair
October 16, 2012
9:00 AM - 3:00 PM
Lied Recreation 
Athletic Center
Mark your Calendars!
Fall Career Fairs
ISU Career Services Offices
CHANGE
come and see
JUST
HOW
GOOD
is good...
check us
out online
515-268-4247
3714 Lincoln Way
HOURS
Mon, Tues, Thurs: 10am - 7pm
Wed, Fri: 10am - 6pm
Sat: 9am - 2pm
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system you enjoy the most. 
This is another instance where 
waiting could benefit you.
Possibly coming out this 
year, we will see the first-ever 
Windows 8 tablets, computers 
and software. 
If that wasn’t exciting 
enough, it’s been rumored 
Windows 8 and Android are 
teaming up to bring you the 
best operating systems you’ve 
ever known.
If you don’t want to wait 
for Windows 8, there are 
many exceptional tablets and 
PCs on the market, like the 
Transformer with Android or 
the MacBook with iOS.
As far as what college stu-
dents don’t need, just keep in 
mind that just because you 
have more freedom than you 
did at home, doesn’t mean you 
should be careless. 
Don’t think you need a 
massive HDTV in your dorm, 
or an Xbox in every room of 
your apartment. Keep things 
in perspective and analyze a 
product’s use from all angles.
For example, don’t load 
up your apartment with new 
technology and then go around 
bragging about it, because it’s 
likely to get stolen. Only buy as 
much tech as you need and are 
capable of keeping track of.
College can be a scary 
place, and with technology we 
are fond of, we can ease away 
the tension we might be feel-
ing. A smart mind and smart 
wallet will help those who are 
looking to buy new gear, but 
only if used right while think-
ing ahead.
Photo courtesy of Apple
Apple is one of the most popular brands of computing on campus, even in the computer labs, 
so an investment in a MacBook or iPad could ease any potential compatability problems.
>>TABLETS.p43
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You won’t have much time to waste when classes 
are back in session. So, why not take the opportunity 
to waste your time now? Here are five websites to help you 
do just that.
Time-wasting
websites
to end your
summer
By Katherine.Klingseis 
@iowastatedaily.com
5. Cracked.com
The best aspect of Cracked.com is most of its content is for-
matted in lists. People like lists — they’re easy to read. Why do you 
think I wrote this article in a list format?
Cracked.com has also gotten into posting photos and videos. 
So, if you are a more visual person or are just too lazy to read, 
check out Cracked.com’s photos and videos.
The other great aspect of Cracked.com is its diversity in con-
tent. If you can’t find something that interests you on the website, 
you’re not looking hard enough.
If you don’t find something you like on the website, which I find 
highly unlikely, send your own content to Cracked.com. According 
to its website, editors at Cracked.com will look at your stories, pho-
tos, videos, etc., and will put them on their website and pay you if 
they like them.
4. Failblog.com
Failing sucks. No one likes to fail, unless you are a masochist, 
in which case, fail away. But, if you are like most humans, failing is 
something you try to avoid as much as taking a shower in a public 
locker room with no shoes.
However, there will come a time in your life when you do in fact 
fail. To make light of the situation and to bandage your emotional 
wounds, check out Failblog.com to see ways in which other people 
have failed.
I guarantee some of the failures on the site will be much worse 
than the failures you made. In the case your failure is on par with 
the failures on the website, you should share your failure. From 
what I’ve heard, misery loves company. So you should let your fail-
ure story join its brethren on Failblog.com.
3. Howdoiputthisgently.tumblr.com
Tumblr sites are often hit or miss, but Howdoiputthisgently is 
a gem.
Each post on Howdoiputthisgently has text and then a .gif that 
corresponds to the text. The posts are often dealing with college 
life in a humorous way. According to the information at the top of 
the blog, Howdoiputthisgently is run by a graduate student, which 
explains the topics of the posts.
Not all of the posts may be funny to you, of course. So, if you 
don’t find the first post funny, don’t give up on the blog. Check out 
the rest of the posts, and you’ll find something that will make you 
giggle. If you can’t, make your own Tumblr and post things that 
make you laugh. Just don’t make a Tumblr with techno music and 
cats. The world can only handle so many of those.
5
4
3
WEBSITES.p45 >>
Glass & Mirror
$ 25 OFF
$ 10 OFF
any in-shop
windshield
replacement!
any in-shop rock 
chip repair!
Bring in your ISU or 
SAA card and receive
We Will Give 
You Corrections, 
To Those Imperfections
• Mobile service
• Certiﬁ ed to work 
   with all 
   insurance 
   companies
• Auto     • Farm
• Fleet     • Home
Westport Station • West Lincoln Way
(515)296-2496 • www.reﬂ ectionsglass.com
“ Where our quality
refl ects on us!”
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2. Mashable.com
My nerdiness becomes evident with how much I frequent 
Mashable.com, a website dedicated to all things social media, 
technology and the Internet. There are articles about other topics, 
but the majority of the content on Mashable.com is about those 
three topics I previously listed.
The reason I put Mashable.com on this list is because I think 
my interests align with the interests of many other college stu-
dents. Having an interest in social media, technology or the 
Internet no longer really classifies you as a “nerd.” In fact, I think 
most college students are interested in at least one of those topics.
Reading Mashable.com lets you stay up-to-date on what’s hap-
pening in the technology, social media and Internet spheres. For 
those who are casually interested in those topics, take some time 
to peruse through the content on Mashable.com. For fellow tech 
geeks like me, bookmark the site and make sure to visit daily, if not 
more frequently.
 
 
1. Sporcle.com
When classes start in a few weeks, you’ll be learning informa-
tion that you will then be tested on. In some classes, that informa-
tion will not be very interesting, and you may decide to play “Angry 
Birds” instead of taking notes in task. In those classes, you also 
may not do very well on tests.
So, to prepare for those low test scores, you should take some 
tests you may actually do well on. That’s where Sporcle.com 
comes in.
Sporcle is a website filled with quizzes on a variety of different 
topics. Can you name all of the countries in Europe? Do you know 
all of the characters in Harry Potter? Can you recite all of the NFL 
teams? These are only a few of the quizzes offered on Sporcle.
I recommend playing Sporcle with friends. You’ll be able to 
bond over trying to list all of Pixar’s movies or every Disney villain. 
2
1
>>WEBSITES.p44
GET   CULVERIZED
LESS!
Students!
Save an extra 10% 
with a Student ID
525 Gilchrist Ave. - 515-233-1760
10:30am-10pm
100% digital TV is here
MediacomCable.com/GetDigital
IMPORTANT INFORMATION 
REGARDING YOUR CABLE SERVICE
Mediacom has recently made the transition  
to All Digital TV to provide you with enhanced 
picture and sound quality, more channels and 
expanded HD service.
Older TVs (manufactured before March 2007) 
that do not have a built-in digital tuner or  
are not connected to a Mediacom receiver 
will need a Digital Adapter to view channels 
23-79. Newer TVs that are equipped with
a built-in digital tuner may need to be 
re-scanned (auto programmed) to 
receive all digital channels.
 
to stay connected,  
order your  
adapters today!
855-230-2225
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You’ll soon be reading textbooks full of 
information you may or may not be inter-
ested in for your classes. For the next few 
weeks, however, you’ll have the freedom 
to read whatever you want. Here are a few 
books that are popular this summer.
1. ‘The Hunger Games’  
by Suzanne Collins
“The Hunger Games” is a dystopian 
novel set in the post-apocalyptic world 
of Panem, which is divided into districts 
and is ruled by the Capitol. To remind 
its citizens the dangers of past rebellion, 
the Capitol holds annual Hunger Games, 
where randomly chosen children from the 
ages 12 to 18 fight to the death in an arena 
while the rest of Panem watch on TV.
Katniss, the main protagonist, volun-
teers to be the District 12 girl tribute in 
the Hunger Games in place of her younger 
sister, Primrose. The book tells the story of 
how Katniss prepares for and plays in the 
Hunger Games and how she develops a re-
lationship with Peeta, the District 12 other 
tribute, who confesses his love for Katniss 
before the Hunger Games begin.
Some critics argue “The Hunger 
Games” was written as a political state-
ment against increased government con-
trol. Others say the book was just written 
as a teen romance novel. Regardless of 
why it was written, “The Hunger Games” 
contains several themes with which many 
people can identify, making it a cross-de-
mographic hit.
2. ‘Fifty Shades of Grey’ 
by E.L. James
“Fifty Shades of Grey” was destined to 
get ridiculed from its inception. The first 
of the “Fifty Shades” trilogy, it was created 
originally as a “Twilight” fan-fiction.
The first book begins with Anastasia 
Steele, a college student, interviewing 
Christian Grey, a wealthy young business-
Reading
Books for the final chapter of summer
BOOKS.p47 >>
By Katherine.Klingseis 
@iowastatedaily.com
Photo courtesy of Scholastic Publishing
Go on a novel adventure 
before textbooks take over
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man, in place of her roommate Katherine, 
the editor a college newspaper. After the 
initial meeting and a couple subsequent 
meetings, Ana and Christian begin dating.
However, Ana soon finds out Christian 
has a few secrets, one being that he par-
takes in bondage, discipline, sadism and 
masochism. The rest of the series explains 
how the couple deal with Christian’s trou-
bled past and Ana’s reluctance to practice 
BDSM.
The book has gotten a lot of publicity 
for the sexual acts depicted in it. Honestly, 
“Fifty Shades of Grey” is not for the eas-
ily embarrass or for the prudes. There are 
many graphic scenes that would make 
Samantha from “Sex and the City” blush.
“Fifty Shades of Grey” is not a “life-
changing” book, and the sole reason to 
read the book is simply to be entertained. 
But honestly: It is entertaining.
3. ‘The Walking Dead’ by Robert 
Kirkman and Tony Moore
Now a hit AMC television show, “The 
Walking Dead” began as a comic book 
series about survivors of a zombie apoca-
lypse. The series poses the question: How 
would humans react if law and order no 
longer existed? Would ethics maintain 
society?
The series starts with Rick Grimes, a 
Kentucky police offer, waking up from a 
coma and finding the world devastated af-
ter a zombie apocalypse. He then searches 
frantically for his wife and 7-year-old.
Grimes eventually finds his family 
with a group of other survivors. The group 
is lead by Grimes’ best friend Shane. The 
rest of the series follows Grimes and the 
other survivors as they try to stay alive.
The most interesting part of the story 
is how the survivors try to maintain some 
sort of order in the midst of total chaos. 
There are several comic books in the 
series. Each book has a captivating plot 
and striking illustrations, two things that 
most textbooks do not have.
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In their efforts to recruit you, new student, Iowa State prob-
ably bombed your mailbox (heck, maybe they’ve started email-
ing middle school kids) with fliers and brochures about how you 
could spend collegiate career here. Many of those probably di-
rected you to “enjoy your adventure at Iowa State.”
Like any other step of growing up, college is truly an adven-
ture. The time (four years, give or take) you will spend here are 
rife with opportunities to learn, have fun, develop your talents 
and interests, and gain work experience. The realm of possibility 
is bursting at the seams.
From time to time, as you wander our beautiful and expan-
sive campus, you may stumble into locations that are even more 
enchanting and relaxing than the staple landmarks shown to 
everybody by Stars or Cyclone Aides on campus tours. You may 
find a great new place to socialize, study for class,or maybe just 
take a nap in the sunny afternoon. If you will permit me, I’d like 
to take you on a tour of my favorite places to get things done. Here 
are my top five, both indoors and out.
With its 262,568 square feet, Agronomy Hall is one of the larg-
er buildings on campus. It’s hard to miss, but unlike many of the 
other structures we have, Agronomy is a weird kind of horseshoe 
shape. One of the legs of that horseshoe skews off to the east, but in 
between the legs of that southward-opening horseshoe, there is a 
beautiful green space that you will probably miss unless you walk 
through it going out of Agronomy or pass by it on the north side of 
Landscape Architecture or Hamilton Hall. The area is open and 
has lots of benches you and your pals can pass the time on.
Home to our department of psychology (among other pur-
poses) and one of the better cafes on campus, Lago looks more 
like a classical academic building out of England than any 
other in Ames. Walking up to its entryway, you’ll pass beauti-
ful trees that, come springtime, bloom more pink than a bal-
lerina’s tutu.
The courtyard there is pretty large; the good groundskeep-
ers of Iowa State have partitioned it into multiple parts. Each 
one has benches under shade trees, and if you pass through 
the iron gate at the far end, another courtyard opens up. Be 
careful where you turn when walking through Lago; the build-
ing is a maze, and if you open the wrong door, you may find 
yourself outside. If you want to study in a classical academic 
setting, you won’t want to miss this one. The ghosts of our 
learned predecessors inhabit this kind of place above all oth-
ers, I’m sure, and the occasional seance might be inspiring.
Located on the second floor of the Memorial Union above 
the revolving door on the west side, the West Lounge provides 
students with a quiet environment to use at their leisure and 
convenience. 
While the area does have chairs and sofas to sit on in living 
room-style arrangements around coffee tables, there are also 
desks and work tables along the west wall. 
If you’re lucky enough to sit at one of those, you’ll have a 
great westward view across Lake Laverne into one of Iowa 
State’s classic landscapes, from one of its most recognizable 
buildings.
Campus
By Michael.Belding 
@iowastatedaily.com
Five lesser-known study spots 
to boost up your productivity
STUDY.p50 >>
Agronomy Hall
Lagomarcino Hall
Finding these quiet corners of campus 
is worth occasionally getting lost
4.
5.
West Lounge,  
Memorial Union3.
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Located just outside of the 
Periodical Room, the Upper 
Rotunda of Parks Library is one 
of the quieter open spaces in our 
lighthouse of learning. The seat-
ing is limited, but if your fortune 
holds, you’ll be able to snag a seat 
at one of the tables in the middle 
of the room. Bring a fully-charged 
laptop though, because the elec-
trical outlets up there are few and distant from 
the tables.
The trade-off, however, is more than worth it. 
Being an upper rotunda, the ceiling is higher than 
any you’d encounter in a normal building. Indeed, 
the whole flow of the room directs attention up-
ward, as that is where the action is: The top of the 
rotunda’s glass and its light fixtures provide ample 
brightness (far better, certainly, than that fluores-
cent nonsense used in the rest of the library). For 
art, a mural surrounds the door into the Periodical 
Room, and portraits of all Iowa State’s university 
presidents hang on the walls.
The Upper Rotunda is, if you let it, one of the 
rooms on campus most conducive to productivity, 
as well as one of the most inspiring.
In trying to navigate Food Sciences one afternoon my junior 
year, I opened the first door I could find with daylight in the win-
dow. While that move was a mistake, as it landed me smack in the 
middle of the building, it proved to be a pretty good one on balance.
Truly, this is one of the most calming, enchanting, and peace-
ful courtyards on campus. Trees grow in the grass, and the crunch 
of gravel underfoot on the pathways highlights the stillness of the 
place. Whenever I walk through the door, I hesitate to breathe for 
fear of disturbing the balanced poise of the air. Here, time stops, 
and worries fall away.
>>STUDY.p49
Upper Rotunda, 
Parks Library2.
Courtyard,  
Food Sciences1.
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The keys to landing a spot in graduate 
school start inside the lab as an undergradu-
ate research assistant. It is easy to fantasize 
about life as a hotshot astrophysicist like Neil 
DeGrasse Tyson, but graduate admissions are 
more interested in the doers than the dream-
ers. Experiences in undergraduate researchers 
are open to everyone, even if you know a lot or 
not, and are easier to grasp than you think.
Where to start?
Even the most confident student might find 
approaching a tenure professor intimidating. 
Something about a 20-page curriculum vitae 
shows off the expertise of the professor and 
the small amount you actually know about the 
subject. Most students will shy away from un-
dergraduate research experiences until they’ve 
had more classes under their belt, but simply 
knowing where to start is half the battle.
The solution is so simple that overlooking it 
is all too easy. Ask your adviser. That’s their job; 
that’s what they do, find their students oppor-
tunities to grow in their majors. Think of your 
adviser as a liaison between professors and 
students, and look to them on how to proceed.
If you’re feeling confident enough, contact 
the head researcher of a project you’re interest-
ed in. Since Iowa State is a research university, 
faculty members are encouraged to integrate 
undergraduates into their projects as much as 
possible, and having undergraduates help is a 
good sign of a research group. Undergraduates 
doing research on a project says the material is 
interesting and relevant.
Don’t worry if you don’t know
When looking at research projects to join, 
a great place to start is the Internet. But un-
less you are savvy to the jargon of the subject, 
a common reaction to reading faculty homep-
ages is “yeah, I know some of these words...”
It’s not your fault. You’re not supposed to 
go into something understanding automati-
cally what “system dynamics of a flush propel-
lant” or “role of intergrated proteins in nervous 
system studies” are. What’s difficult about the 
whole system is how hard it is to interpret what 
the work really means and what the research is 
really about. You can surf Wikipedia to your 
9/12  Intersquad
9/14 & 15  Huntsville Havoc
9/21 & 22  Exhibition
9/28 & 29  Texas Tech University
10/5 & 6  Arizona State University
10/12 & 13  at Ontario University Athletics (CIS)
10/19 & 20  Robert Morris University - CSCHL
10/ 26 & 27 University of Illinois - CSCHL
11/2 & 3  at Indiana University - CSCHL
11/9 & 10  University of Oklahoma
11/16 & 17   at Lindenwood - CSCHL
11/23 & 24  West Virginia University
11/30 & 12/1  Central Oklahoma
12/7 & 8  Dakota College-Bottineau 
1/4 & 5  at Robert Morris University - CSCHL
1/11 & 12  Ohio University - CSCHL
1/18 & 19  at University of  Illinios - CSCHL
1/25  University of Iowa
1/26  at University of  Iowa
2/1  at Central Oklahoma
2/2  at Oklahoma
2/8 & 9  Lindenwood University - CSCHL
2/15-17  CSCHL Tournament @ Ohio University
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Capitalize on research opportunities now
By Elizabeth.Polsdofer 
@iowastatedaily.com
Experience
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You know it’s August when 
a sudden influx of students at 
Iowa State bite their nails about 
life after undergraduate, and 
freshmen are determined to 
build the perfect resume in order 
to get into their dream school or 
job after Iowa State. Everyone 
has questions about school after 
school, but most of the advice 
about how to get into these insti-
tutions of higher education are 
vague and leave students feeling 
more confused than before.
Knowing where to start is 
half the battle, especially for 
first-generation students or stu-
dents whose parents only have 
an undergraduate education. 
However, no matter where you 
start from, getting an advanced 
degree is obtainable if you set 
goals, make plans and have a 
good adviser.
All about graduate and professional school
By Elizabeth.Polsdofer 
@iowastatedaily.com
Four years later...
File photo: Iowa State Daily
Graduation	may	be	a	few	years	away,	but	it	is	never	too	early	to	start	looking	into	options	for	
graduate	studies.	Set	goals	and	explore	all	different	paths	to	even	higher	education.GRADUATE.p53 >>
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Medical school
  Length: 4 years plus  
3 years residency
  Required tests: MCAT
  Common majors: Biology, 
chemistry, biochemistry
A cruel reality faces many 
freshmen in Biology 211 or 
212 who brag about wanting 
to be a doctor and majoring 
in “pre-med.” Each year, new-
bies boast about how they’re 
going to be surgeons, color 
code their notes and appear to 
work very hard at their major. 
However, statistically, most 
will switch their majors to 
something easier or be reject-
ed from every medical school 
they apply to. But it’s clear get-
ting into medical school is not 
a mistake, said Ben Janson, a 
2012 graduate of Iowa State 
and incoming freshman at 
Johns Hopkins Medical 
School, about his preparation 
for medical school.
“Most people start [study-
ing for the Medical College 
Admission Test] about three 
months ahead of their exam 
date. From there, 300 to 400 
hours of study is not un-
heard of,” Janson said. “I did 
about two months of strictly 
studying the material for a 
few hours each day, until one 
month away. At that point, I 
did one of the four sections 
of the MCAT each night, and 
then on the weekend, I would 
do an entire four-plus-hour 
exam in test setting with one 
of the old official exams.”
As beastly as the test 
sounds, success starts in hav-
ing good grades and finding 
activities that will bring out an 
applicant’s passion. You don’t 
need to be Superman to get 
into medical school, but you do 
need to be dedicated through-
out your undergraduate career 
to consider applying.
Start getting ready
Set realistic expectations 
about whether medical school 
is right for you and which 
schools you should shoot for. 
You may not get into Johns 
Hopkins, but as long as you 
truly are dedicated and put in 
the necessary effort, there is 
no reason medical school is 
out of reach. Be multidimen-
sional and show a passion in 
many different things. Find a 
mentor to keep you on track. 
Take it one year at a time.
Veterinary school
  Length: 4 years plus 1 year 
internship and residency
  Required tests: VCAT
  Common majors: Animal 
science, biology
It goes without saying that 
veterinary school is very com-
petitive. It is not something 
you should hope to get into 
with mediocre grades, nor is 
it something you can suddenly 
decide you want to in your 
senior year of undergradu-
ate. Admission to veterinary 
school requires clear dedica-
tion from freshman year all 
the way up to turning in an ap-
plication. Schools do not want 
students who want to escape 
the real world for a few more 
years, nor are they looking for 
someone who thinks it’d be 
cool to go to veterinary school. 
To get into a school, you really 
must want to be a veterinar-
ian, bad enough that your ap-
plication reflects years of hard 
work to get into vet school.
Start getting ready
Get as involved with ani-
mals as soon as possible and 
do as much as possible. Talk to 
an adviser about your career 
goals, and he or she can get you 
connected to faculty members 
to help you make your goals 
possible. Since veterinary 
schools are so competitive, 
get a mentor who can help you 
through your undergraduate 
career and guide you on what 
to do next. Great grades and 
Veterinary College Admission 
Test scores are a must.
Law school
  Length: 3 years
  Required tests: LSAT
  Common majors: Political 
science, philosophy, 
English, history
Medical, veterinary and 
graduate schools require 
some level of specialization 
to get into, but law school is 
very open. As long as you have 
decent grades as an under-
graduate and your Law School 
Admission Test scores are 
great, you have a good chance 
GRADUATE.p54 >>
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heart’s content, but you will 
not understand the research 
just because you understand 
technical terms.
Larger collaborations will 
almost always have videos 
online explaining the experi-
ment and will shed a new light 
on the subject. The more you 
can find out, the better.
The most important thing 
is to not feel stupid. No mat-
ter how well a scientist knows 
something, there was a point 
in their life where they knew 
nothing on the subject. Be pa-
tient with yourself, and don’t 
try to be Marie Curie or Albert 
Einstein overnight.
Why it’s a necessity
With more people coming 
to college each year, there’s a 
good chance the students who 
come to the university are the 
first in their families. Joining 
a research group gives many 
students a support group 
they wouldn’t otherwise have, 
with guidance on what to do 
after graduating.
A secret most people don’t 
know is that you can get paid to 
go to graduate school, depend-
ing on the area you go into, as 
long as you teach classes and 
do research. Some students 
go on to write theses over a re-
search project they started as a 
freshman, and knowing people 
in the area you want to go into 
is important. Having research 
experience when applying to 
graduate school is very impor-
tant, especially for more selec-
tive institutions.
Undergraduate research 
enriches the experience at 
any university by providing 
students with a hands-on ex-
perience of what people re-
ally can do with an academic 
career. Not only do students 
who perform undergradu-
ate research often feel more 
comfortable with their major, 
but they are also much more 
confident students. For many, 
undergraduate research was 
the spark that gave flame to a 
passionate career.
>>RESEARCH.p51
of getting in. If your goal is 
Harvard or Yale, then push 
yourself to get top scores on 
the LSAT and take several un-
paid internships. The beauty 
of law school is any major can 
feasibly get into law school, 
but the tough thing is making 
sure LSAT scores are decent 
if you studied underwater bas-
ket weaving in college.
Start getting ready
Be prepared for the in-
coming debt, since most law 
schools do not give out very 
many fellowships Unemploy- 
ment for new lawyers is high, 
so have a backup plan and 
prepare for the worst. Take 
classes in political science to 
see where you might want to 
specialize, and talk to some-
one who has gone through the 
whole process.
Graduate school
  Length: 2 to 3 years  
(master’s); 5 to 6 years  
(master’s and doctorate)
  Required tests: GRE, 
  Common majors: Any 
Graduate schools favor 
those who acted like graduate 
students during their under-
graduate career by engaging in 
research (see our story on page 
51). A strong GPA is always 
helpful but will not get you into 
graduate school alone. A de 
facto requirement for heavily 
competitive graduate schools 
require students to have en-
gaged in research as under-
graduates, and the sooner you 
can get involved in under-
graduate research, the better. 
Students who show outstand-
ing passion are attractive can-
didates, as well as students 
who have had strong academic 
careers in undergraduate.
Start getting ready
Talk with an adviser about 
your goals, since they’ve 
helped more than a few stu-
dents through the process. 
Find a subject area you really 
love and learn as much about 
what it’s like to be an academ-
ic in that area. Study well for 
the GRE and subject GRE, as 
“subject GRE optional” actu-
ally means “submit the subject 
GRE if you were not in the top 
.5 percent of your class.”
>>GRADUATE.p53
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While most students took 
the summer off to hit the pool 
or beach or start a new job, 
ISU track and field athletes 
were still hard at work. The ex-
tended summer season — due 
to the 2012 London Olympics 
— allotted for extra meets and 
opportunities to improve.
Late in the month of 
May the Cyclones com-
peted in the Big 12 Outdoor 
Championships in Manhattan, 
Kan. On the men’s side, mid-
distance runner Edward 
Kemboi went on to win the 
Cyclones’ sole first-place title.
Other notables on the wom-
en’s side were second and third 
place hurdlers Kianna Elahi 
and Ese Okoro respectively.
Moving onto NCAA West 
Regionals, the track and field 
athletes started to thin out. 
Here, athletes would have to 
qualify for the NCAA Outdoor 
Championships or their sea-
son would be over.
Overall, eight athletes 
— three from the men and 
five from the women — 
made the trip to Des Moines 
for the NCAA Outdoor 
Championships after qualify-
ing in their events at the re-
gional meet.
The outdoor champion-
ship meet would be the nor-
mal ending point to athletes’ 
seasons. However, tension 
was high and athletes were 
looking for their best perfor-
mances at this year’s outdoor 
competition.
Out of the eight quali-
fiers from Iowa State who 
competed in the national 
spotlight, three went on to 
compete at  Olympic Trials: 
Elahi Meghan Nelson for the 
United States and Ian Warner 
for Canada.
Athletes said they were 
looking forward to the experi-
ence more than making the 
Olympic Team at the trials. At 
the end of the trials, Warner 
stood as the lone current ISU 
sprinter heading to London.
Warner represented Ca-
nada and Iowa State at the 
Olympics this summer in the 
4x100-meter relay.
Notables to keep your eyes 
on in the coming cross-coun-
try and track and field seasons 
are Nelson, Dani Stack and 
Betsy Saina. 
All three competed at the 
2012 Indoor Championships 
in distance events. Saina was 
the overall champion in the 
5,000-meter.
Junior Kemboi in the mid-
distance events and senior 
Rico Loy in the longer distance 
events are coming off success-
ful seasons and are predicted 
to be key runners in the 2012-
13 season.
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60 Track and field
Long summer, successful fall?
File photo: Ryan Riley/Iowa State Daily
Kianna Elahi ran in the U.S. Olympic Trials this past June in 
Eugene, Ore. While Elahi did not make the team, she did place 
second in hurdles at the Big 12 Outdoor Championships.
File photo: Ryan Riley/Iowa State Daily
Sprinter	Ian	Warner	competed	in	Canada’s	Olympic	Trials	in	
Calgary,	Alberta.	He	is	the	only	current	ISU	runner	headed	to	the	
Olympics	in	London.
By Stephen.Koenigsfeld 
@iowastatedaily.com
Olympic potential 
for Warner caps 
outdoor season
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As the ISU volleyball team 
begins to finish up summer 
practices, one thing is certain: 
Expectations could not be 
higher.
“We want to break that re-
ally bad,” said senior setter 
Allison Landwehr
“That” is the fact Iowa 
State has made trips to the 
Elite Eight of the NCAA 
Tournament twice in the last 
four years but come up short 
each time. 
Combined with a sixth-
ranked freshman recruiting 
class this season, the bar has 
been set higher than ever.
“We’ve had that experi-
ence of getting to the Elite 
Eight twice now so you always 
feel like once you’ve done it 
now you want to go one step 
further; for us, that’s [the] 
next step,” said coach Christy 
Johnson-Lynch. “Let’s get to 
the Final Four and compete for 
a national championship.”
Last spring, while most 
teams were playing local teams 
from their areas, Johnson-
Lynch had her team facing off 
against the likes of Nebraska, 
Creighton and defending run-
ner-up Illinois.
The team’s preseason 
schedule this year is no dif-
ferent. In the first two weeks 
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Volleyball
File photo: Iowa State Daily
Setter Alison Landwehr sets the ball up for a kill during the match against UW-Milwaukee in 
the first round of the NCAA Volleyball Championships on Dec. 2. Landwehr will return to the 
team with hopes of heading back to the NCAA Tournament again.
Sky-high expectations await Cyclones
VOLLEYBALL.p63 >>
By Cory.Weaver 
@iowastatedaily.com
lincoln center
640 Lincoln Way 232-1961
west location
3800 West Lincoln Way 292-5543
EMPLOYEE OWNED
We Will Help You
Live Healthy
Wellness
Wednesday
Receive 10% off all items 
purchased in our health market 
including organic produce.
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of the new season alone, the 
Cyclones will see Cincinnati, 
Florida State, Tennessee and 
Illinois. All four made the 
NCAA Tournament last sea-
son, but Johnson-Lynch be-
lieves her team is up for the 
challenge.
“We return a lot of nice 
players, and I feel like we’ll 
have a lot of experience on the 
floor, I think we’ll be ready, and 
we may not win all our pre-sea-
son games but that’s not what 
it’s about,” Johnson-Lynch 
said. “We want to be tested; we 
have high expectations, and 
we want to see where we’re at 
right away.”
Not only is this year’s re-
cruiting class the highest-
ranked Johnson-Lynch has 
ever brought in to Iowa State, 
it is her largest as well.
Some of the seven fresh-
men have been practicing 
with the team this summer 
already. Even with the prac-
tice, Johnson-Lynch said it’s 
too hard to predict who, if any-
one, will play right away come 
August.
One thing both the new-
comers and the coaching 
staff have going for them is 
the team only graduated four 
players last season. Because 
of that, Johnson-Lynch said 
they won’t need any of them 
to come in and play right away, 
but that doesn’t mean they 
wont get a shot to compete in 
the rotation.
“If they play, it means they 
earned it,” Johnson-Lynch 
said. “I’m sure some of them 
will at least contribute be-
cause they are very talented, 
but I honestly don’t know who 
it will be and in what role.”
That’s where senior leader-
ship comes into play.
Considering none of the 
freshmen will have the pres-
sure to come in and make 
an impact from day one, the 
learning curve isn’t as steep as 
it normally would be with a No. 
6 recruiting class.
The transition from high 
school to collegiate volleyball 
is no step to discount, however, 
and Landwehr recounts one 
aspect of the game that she had 
to get used to four years ago.
“Remembering back to 
my freshman year, it’s just a 
lot faster, and they have to get 
stronger, which a lot of them 
have been working on. So 
that’s really good,” Landwehr 
said.
With graduating Carly 
Jenson, the team’s kill leader, 
last season, some may say the 
bar is set a little too high.
It is important to note the 
same situation happened two 
years ago when Johnson-
Lynch was left without All-
Americans Victoria Henson 
and Ashley Mass. 
As time would tell, the team 
went on to finish two wins 
away from a national title, and 
Johnson-Lynch thinks they 
can do it again.
“We know that if we work 
hard and get better, those wins 
and advancing in the tourna-
ment will happen on its own,” 
Johnson-Lynch said.
The Cyclones begin the 
season on the road for the 
first five matches (Illinois is a 
doubleheader) but head home 
Sept. 5 to take on in-state 
foe Northern Iowa at Hilton 
Coliseum.
First serve is schedule for 
6:30 p.m. and admission is free 
with the Cy’s Pass.
>>VOLLEYBALL.p62
File photo: Kayla Greiner/Iowa State Daily
The Cyclones react to an attack in the third set April 21 in 
Hilton Coliseum. The new season’s recruiting class is the 
largest coach Christy Johnson-Lynch has ever had.
It’s a big year for the ISU soccer team. 
From a new venue to a new assistant 
coach to new opponents, there is a lot 
going on for a team that has the tools to 
make an impact in 2012.
Last season, a common theme with 
coach Wendy Dillinger’s squad was not 
being able to close out games and giving 
up late goals. 
But with a new year comes a clean 
slate, and junior forward Jennifer 
Dominguez believes this year will be 
different.
“I think I can feel that nobody wants 
that feeling of last year and coming 
up short time after time and time and 
again,” Dominguez said. “We know that 
we’re right there, and I feel like the men-
tality may be a little bit better this season 
in terms of a little bit hungrier to do a lot 
better.”
The new
After serving as an assistant coach 
on Dillinger’s staff for four seasons, Ben 
Madsen left the team in February for a 
similar position at Auburn University in 
Alabama.
His replacement was announced 
last spring, a long-time club coach who 
wanted to take his coaching to the next 
level. Tony Minatta, of the Fort Collins 
(Colo.) Soccer Club, began working with 
the team in the spring, and Dominguez 
said they’ve already made improvements 
with the new coach.
“I know that we got to work with Tony 
[Minatta] in the spring and made great 
strides with him, and I think we’re all re-
ally excited to have him for the fall and 
see what we can do,” Dominguez said.
Besides having a new face on their 
own sidelines, the team will see many 
new ones on the other side as well once 
the conference season begins. Texas 
Christian and West Virginia joined the 
Big 12 last winter after Texas A&M and 
Missouri decided to part ways.
Both teams were competitive in 
their previous conferences, with West 
Virginia winning the Big East last sea-
son, and Dominguez thinks it will more 
than balance out the loss of Texas A&M.
“Adding West Virginia and TCU to 
the Big 12 is only increasing the strength 
of our conference and giving us even bet-
ter competition, so we’re all really excit-
ed about that,” Dominguez said.
The old 
While this year’s juniors are not old 
in terms of age, what was the 16-person 
freshman class two years ago now comes 
in with two full seasons under their belts.
It couldn’t come at a more oppor-
tune time either, after the team gradu-
ated captain and four-year starter Mary 
Kate McLaughlin last year. Dillinger 
said you can’t truly replace a player like 
McLaughlin but also said she helped 
groom who she hopes will be new leaders.
“We’re going to miss her, but at the 
same time, she did a great job in leading 
and preparing our youngsters, our junior 
class especially,” Dillinger said.
Over the last two seasons, the junior 
class has scored 35 of the team’s 47 total 
goals, nearly 75 percent.
The difference this year, Dillinger 
said, is they know what is expected 
of them and what to expect of their 
opponents.
“They know what the requirements 
are, and there’s not going to be any sur-
prises because they get it,” Dillinger said. 
“There’s a lot of leadership in that group; 
we’re not looking at one player to lead the 
team. There’s eight or nine of them that 
are doing a great job in that aspect.”
The bought
The ISU Soccer Complex has been 
home to the soccer team since 1995, 
when ISU women’s soccer began.
Beginning this season, the team 
moves its games to the south side of town 
by the Wallace and Wilson residence 
halls at the new Cyclone Sports Complex. 
The ISU soccer, softball and track teams 
will call it home, and the Cyclones have 
the perfect opportunity to start it off on 
the right foot.
“Our goal this year is, obviously, to 
beat Iowa,” said Dillinger. “That’s the 
opening of our new facility, we’re go-
ing to have them here on our turf in our 
place, a big opening weekend for the new 
Cyclone Sports Complex, so that’s going 
to be one of very early season goals.”
The Cyclones start the season with 
a pair of road games in Omaha, Neb., 
beginning Aug. 17 and then head down 
Interstate 80 to Lincoln for a pair Aug. 
24 and 26.
The following weekend, Iowa comes 
to town Aug. 31 for the first home game of 
the year. Game time is set for 8 p.m. and 
will be the first time the two rivals have 
played since the 4-1 Hawkeye victory in 
Iowa City last season.
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Soccer
Something new, something old, and 
something bought factor for Iowa State
File photo: Huiling Wu/Iowa State Daily
Forward Jennifer Dominguez goals gets the one point during a match against South 
Dakota State at ISU Soccer Complex. 
By Cory.Weaver 
@iowastatedaily.com
Home football games will 
continue to be one of the 
main attractions for students 
this fall, a year removed from 
what many considered to be 
the most exciting season for 
ISU football in years.
Last season, Iowa State’s 
six home games averaged 
an attendance of more than 
50,000 for the first time in 
school history, with the games 
against Northern Iowa, Iowa 
and Texas all overtaking each 
other, respectively, as the sec-
ond-highest attended game in 
school history.
Students stormed the field 
after upset overtime victories 
against Iowa (Sept. 10) and 
Oklahoma State (Nov. 18) — 
the latter of which was tele-
vised as a primetime game on 
ESPN.
This season, the team 
will host seven opponents — 
four of which (No. 13 Baylor, 
No. 15 Kansas State, No. 16 
Oklahoma and No. 17 West 
Virginia) finished in the final 
AP Top 25 poll last season — 
for the first time since 2010.
“Any time you get a chance 
to play more games at Jack 
Trice Stadium than you do on 
the road, it’s a positive to be-
gin with,” said ISU coach Paul 
Rhoads in February. “We’re 
anxious and excited about 
that opportunity, especially 
in the league having five home 
games compared to four on 
the road.”
Iowa State will also be 
playing Texas Christian and 
West Virginia for the first 
time ever as conference op-
ponents this season. The 
Cyclones will play TCU on 
Oct. 6 in Fort Worth, Texas, 
and host West Virginia in 
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Football
2011 season keeps 
Jack Trice tradition 
ready for gameplay
By Jake.Calhoun 
@iowastatedaily.com
FOOTBALL.p66 >>
File photo: Iowa State Daily
Iowa State linebacker AJ Klein closes in to tackle Kansas State 
quarterback Carson Coffman during the game on Saturday at 
Arrowhead Stadium in Kansas City, Mo. 
Wilson Scion Pure Lease
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www.scionofames.com 
 (800) 232-4081
2012
their first-ever matchup for 
the season finale on Nov. 24.
After finishing 6-7 last 
season following their 27-
13 loss to Rutgers in the 
Pinstripe Bowl, the Cyclones’ 
biggest question from spring 
until August was who will be 
starting at quarterback be-
tween Jared Barnett, Steele 
Jantz and Sam Richardson.
Rhoads said despite 
Richardson’s progression 
through spring, he is still 
behind Barnett and Jantz — 
both of whom shared start-
ing duties last season — in 
the race for the No. 1 spot at 
quarterback.
Running backs James 
White and Jeff Woody will be 
returning, having split most 
of the ball-carrying duties last 
season. Senior receiver Josh 
Lenz is another key returning 
starter, having amassed 510 
receiving yards last season — 
the most of any returning of-
fensive player.
On defense, linebackers 
Jake Knott and A.J. Klein will 
anchor the unit in what will 
be their senior season at Iowa 
State. Knott and Klein have 
combined for nearly 25 per-
cent of the team’s total tack-
les the past two seasons.
Safety Jacques Washing-
ton and cornerback Jeremy 
Reeves are the returning 
starters on the defensive 
secondary, while nose tackle 
Jake McDonough is the only 
returning starter on the de-
fensive line.
The Cyclones’ first game 
will be on Sept. 1 when they 
host Tulsa. Kickoff time will 
be determined at a later date.
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File photo: Iowa State Daily
Linebacker Jake Knott, along with defensive end Rony Nelson, take down Texas A&M’s 
quarterback Ryan Tannehill. Knott had a total of three tackles throughout the game and the 
Cyclones fell to the Aggies with a score of 33-17.
Print PDF Website
iPhone App Android App iPad Edition Tablet Edition
www.facebook.com/iowastatedaily www.twitter.com/iowastatedaily
com
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The start of the fall semester is so 
close that you can feel its syllabus-
ridden breath breathing down your 
back. You need to conserve these 
last remaining weeks before you 
are too far buried in homework 
and too busy to get out and enjoy 
Ames. Here are 10 things to do in 
Ames with your last few remaining 
weeks of summer freedom.
10. Go to a movie
Escape the reality of back-to-school with a trip to the mov-
ies. Ames has two movie theaters: Cinemark Movies 12 and 
Cinemark North Grand 5.
Cinemark Movies 12, located just off of Duff Avenue near 
Kmart and Staples, shows new movies, while Cinemark North 
Grand 5, located in North Grand Mall, shows movies that have 
already left Cinemark Movies 12.
If you’re on a budget, Cinemark North Grand 5, commonly 
called “the dollar theater,” is your best option. Go to a matinee and 
pay only $1. If you can’t make it during the day, go to the theater at 
night and pay only $1.50 Sunday through Thursday or $2 Friday 
and Saturday.
You’ll be seeing movies that are somewhat older, compared to 
the new releases shown at Cinemark Movies 12, but you’ll also be 
saving money. Your patience will be rewarded by how much mon-
ey you have in your wallet.
Escape
To
p 
10 things to do in your 
last weeks of
summer freedom
10.
By Katherine.Klingseis 
@iowastatedaily.com
9.
9. Go to the pool
The Furman Aquatic Center, which opened two summers ago, 
is the best outdoor recreation facility Ames has ever had. With its 
three water slides, lazy river, kids’ area, diving board and 50-me-
ter pool, the aquatic center offers many choices for people looking 
for ways to beat the summer heat.
For example, the slides are for those looking for some excite-
ment. Each slide varies in size and intensity. 
The smallest and least intense slide is for children and is in the 
kids’ area. Moving up in size and intensity, the slide leading into 
the lazy river is actually two slides in one; one of the slides is an 
open tube and the other is a closed tube. 
The most intense slide is the drop slide that dumps swimmers 
into the 50-meter pool.
The lazy river, on the other hand, is for those looking for some 
rest and relaxation. Just make sure you watch out for the little wa-
terfalls that are sprinkled around the river. You can travel around 
the river in a tube alone or grab a two-person inner tube and float 
with a friend.
The aquatic center is a great place to go when the weather is 
scorching. However, keep in mind that many other people will 
have the same idea.
My recommendation is to go later in the day. Remember 
when you were a kid and how you bugged your parents early in 
the morning to take you to the pool? Kids haven’t changed — they 
still do that. So wait to go to the pool until later in the day, when 
parents have taken their children home to eat dinner, take baths 
and go to bed.
File photo: David Derong/Iowa State Daily
Fans of the Suzanne Collins young adult novel, “The Hunger 
Games,” lined up outside the Cinemark 12 theaters in Ames 
on Mar. 22 in anticipation of the midnight showing of the 
Lions Gate Entertainment film adaptation. Production on 
the film started in late Spring 2011, and a sequel is slated for 
November 2013, according to IFC news.
File Photo: Iowa State Daily
Cool off at the Furman Aquatic Center on 13th Street before 
classes start up Aug. 20.
ESCAPE.p70 >>
6. Go out to the bars
If you weren’t thinking it already, here it is, my recommenda-
tion: you could spend your last remaining weeks of summer bar 
hopping around Ames.
There are the campus bars — Sips, Welch Ave. Station, Cy’s 
Roost, etc. — and there are the other bars that students often miss.
If you ever get sick of the campus bar crowd, head over to 
Main Street. You’ll find the London Underground, a British pub; 
Corner Pocket, famous for its pool tables; DG’s Taphouse, which 
hosts many live bands; and Whiskey River, which serves hot 
dogs topped with mac and cheese. Olde Main Brewery Company 
also has a nice size bar, in addition to a restaurant, and Della 
Viti, which just opened this year, is a self-
serve wine bar, perfect for those wine lovers 
on campus.
5. Go geocaching
Geocaching is the modern day form of 
treasure hunting. But instead of having a 
map and following it to a large X, you use 
a GPS and follow it to the coordinates of a 
cache. 
You’ll be like Indiana Jones or Captain 
Jack Sparrow, with hopefully fewer meet-
ings with snakes and mermaids.
The great thing about geocaching is the 
caches are often in picturesque locations. As you follow your GPS, 
which could be your smartphone, you’ll travel paths few people 
have walked on. 
It’s exhilarating and a fun form of exercise.
You can geocache alone or with friends. Geocaching also 
serves as a unique date activity. Think back to how many wom-
en were involved with Indiana Jones or Jack Sparrow; treasure 
hunting is sexy. So, if you use the if-then construct, geocaching 
is sexy.
If you’re interested in geocaching, go online to Geocaching.
com to find caches in Ames. The website also offers apps for 
smartphone users.
4. Go shopping on Main Street
Ames has a vibrant Main Street. In fact, Main Street Iowa 
ranked Ames’ Main Street as number one of the 48 Main Street 
Iowa communities in gross retail sales. College students should 
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8. Go to Perfect Games
Like the Furman Aquatic Center, Perfect Games hasn’t been 
in Ames for that long. However, in its young life, Perfect Games 
has already become a favorite spot for college students looking to 
relive their childhood and have some fun.
Although I’m not a fan of bowling, I know many college stu-
dents are. Perfect Games caters to bowling enthusiasts by offer-
ing 24 lanes.
For those who are not very good bowlers and get frustrated 
with getting gutter balls over and over again even though you use 
the same technique as your friend who gets multiple strikes 
(sorry, that was a bit of a rant), you can order food and drinks 
while bowling and a waiter or waitress will bring those items to 
your lane. Nothing makes you feel better about how awful you 
are at bowling like some pizza and beer.
Perfect Games also offers a laser tag arena. You can put the 
skills you gained from playing “Call of Duty” to the test. When 
the game is over, the arena attendant will give you a receipt, tell-
ing you your stats, including how you ranked amongst the par-
ticipants. If you did well, gloat to your friends. If you did badly, 
crumple the piece of paper up and say you lost it.
My favorite part about Perfect Games is the arcade. From 
classics like skee ball to modern games like “Deal or No Deal,” the 
arcade caters to all game enthusiasts.
7. Go frolfing
If the remaining weeks will be anything like the rest of the 
summer, the temperatures in Ames will be extremely high. Doing 
strenuous activities outside will not be that great of an idea. 
However, if you are still in the mood for some physical outdoor 
activity, try disc golf.
For those who haven’t played, disc golf, sometimes referred 
to as frolf, is a mixture of Frisbee and golf. Participants play on 
courses, which are composed of holes, and attempt to throw their 
discs into metal baskets in the fewest number of throws.
Ames has two disc golf course: Carroll Marty and Stable Run. 
In my experience, Stable Run is an easier course. However, a 
major problem with Stable Run is that it’s close to a river, which 
means it often gets flooded. Just make sure you plan your disc 
golfing outings accordingly.
If you need discs, you can go to several places in Ames to 
buy them. For instance, Sports Page and Jax Outdoor Gear both 
sell discs. 
 File photo: Andrew Clawson/Iowa State Daily
Participants prepare for the April 20 laser tag tournament to 
begin at Perfect Games in West Ames.
File photo: John Andrus/Iowa State Daily
Students take advantage of the amazing weather Sept. 13 by 
playing disc golf.
8.
7.
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Add Crazy Br
ead To 
Your Order To
day!
539 Lincoln Way • 232-7499 
 Sun-Thurs 11am-10pm • Fri & Sat 11am-11pm
$5 LARGE PIZZApepperoni or cheese original or round, carry out
We cater for orders of $50 or more 
We accept student vouchers (ISU)
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take the opportunity to venture to Main Street and experience its 
many shops and restaurants.
If you’re looking for women’s clothes, stop by Lyla’s Boutique 
or Teal and Tenacious. The Loft and Miss Meyer’s Clothing 
Consignment, which both sell gently used clothing, are also in the 
Main Street district. Moorman Clothiers sells both women and 
men clothing.
Shoppers looking to buy shoes can go to Brown’s Shoe Fit 
Company or Emerhoff’s Footwear. Casual Revolution Fashion 
and Art Market is a footwear consignment stores and is also on 
Main Street.
After a long day of shopping, you should treat yourself to 
some food. Some popular restaurants on Main Street include: 
Great Plains Sauce and Dough Company, a pizza restaurant; Olde 
Maine Brewery, a restaurant and a bar; Downtown Deli, a sand-
wich shop; and The Grove, a classic cafe.
3. Go to Hobby Lobby to buy items to decorate 
your living space
Decorating is not for everyone. So, if you could not care less 
about what is on your walls, skip to no. 2. 
If you are interested in decorating, I highly recommend taking 
a trip to Hobby Lobby.
Hobby Lobby is a store you won’t fully appreciate until you 
spend an hour or two just walking up and down its aisles. There 
are so many items in the store it will take you a good deal of time 
to investigate them all.
The great thing about the vastness of Hobby Lobby’s inven-
tory is it provides decorations for all styles and personalities. 
For instance, I like European or travel-styled decorations. My 
roommates love modern, girly decorations. Hobby Lobby has por-
traits of European cafes for me and pink things for them.
2. Go sing karaoke
You already sing in the shower and alone in your room. Why 
not showcase your skills in public? You’ve got nothing to lose, ex-
cept for maybe some pride.
Karaoke is the perfect opportunity for good singers to show off 
their amazing voices and impress their friends and/or significant 
others — just think how much singing is in a romantic comedy.
If you want to take the leap and publicly sing karaoke, you have 
a few possible locations to go in Ames. For those 21 and older, you 
can find karaoke in many bars on campus. For instance, Paddy’s, 
Mickey’s and Outlaws all offer karaoke nights. West Towne Pub 
in West Ames also has a karaoke night.
For those who are serious about karaoke, or who are not yet 21, 
you should try out Golden Wok’s karaoke. The restaurant recently 
built five karaoke stages in its three-story building. The karaoke 
setups have professional vocal speakers, the ones you see at con-
certs, and a system that is constantly updating its song list.
Four of the stages are in private rooms, which can between 30 
and 50 people. The other stage is larger, open and can seat more 
than 100 people. You have to pay hourly to rent the rooms, but you 
can split it between your group.
If you are not yet ready to show your singing talent to the 
world, try using your Wii, Xbox, PlayStation 3 or other game con-
sole to practice your musical abilities at home. 
1. Just relax
Before you know it, you’ll be taking classes and will be too 
busy to do anything but homework, eat and sleep (yeah, right). So, 
while you have time, just relax — put your feet up and enjoy not 
having to do anything. Just make sure to take your shoes off so you 
don’t dirty the coffee table.
>>ESCAPE.p70
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Find the right fit in Ames 
at Brown’s Shoe Fit Co.!
306 Main Street
(515) 232-6633
M-F 9-6 | Thurs. 9-8 | Sat. 9-5
 
    
Beer & Sports
just make sense
Open Everyday 11am-2am | Open 10am on Gameday
123 Main St. 
www.skunkrivercycles.com
308 Main Street
Open 10-6 Mon-Sat, Thursday until 8
232-0322
Bicycles for the BEST 
times of your life
Miss Me Denim    ◆    Enro Shirt Co.    ◆    Andrew J  S. 
Cohen    ◆    Miss Me Denim    ◆     Kenneth Cole    ◆     Jack 
Victor       ◆     Big Buddha    ◆     Southern Tide    ◆     NatNast
         Cutter & Buck    ◆     600 West    ◆     Lacoste    ◆   
Wörn    ◆     Pendleton    ◆    Hart Schaffner Marx    ◆ 
◆ Ralph Lauren    ◆    Austin Reed    ◆    Joseph Ribkoff 
         Suzi Chin Dresses    ◆     Billis Khakis    ◆     Southern
Tommy Bahama    ◆    Lacoste       ◆     Enro    ◆    St. Croix 
Karen Kane    ◆    Andrew J    ◆     S. Cohen    ◆     Karen Kane 
◆      Kenneth Cole    ◆      Jack Victor    ◆    Gitman Bros. 
Big Buddha    ◆      Nat Nast    ◆      600 West
226 Main St. 515-232-3261
•  Facials
•  Body Treatments
•  Massage & Waxing
•  Microdermabrasion
•  Bath & Body Products
•  Gift Ideas/Cards
We offer:
        515.233.1399  •  209 Main St.
Mon-Wed 10-6, Thurs 10-7, Fri-Sat 10-5 Call for an appointment
www.Facebook.com/eChipShop
www.Facebook.com/AmesBritishFoods
3100 South Du, Ames
M - Sun:10:00 AM - 8:30 PM
429 Douglas Ave., Ames
M - F: 10 AM - 6 PM
Sat: 10 AM - 5 PM
British Invasion
429 Douglas Ave., Ames
M-F: 10 AM - 6 PM
Thurs: Open late (8 PM)
Sat: 10 AM - 5 PM
3100 South Duff, Ames
M-Sun 11:30AM - 8:30 PM
Inside Char’s
Shopping.  Dining. Nightlife.
303 Main St.   |   515.232.9935
thegroom-room.com
Look better,
feel better...
THINK BETTER.TM
 
 
 

 Men’s Grooming Center & Salon 
ROOM  OOM  
The
1 5
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4 8
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Our Jewelry is Unique,
Is She?
236 Main St.
232-0678
gilgerdesignsjewelry.com
Custom • Wholesale • Retail
Distinctive Women’s Clothing 
and Accessories
Downtown Ames | 314 Main Street | 515-233-8325 (TEAL) 
Express Your Style
323 Main Street
Ames, IA 50010
Call now to book
an appointment!
515-232-2235
Students, Faculty, & Staff receive 10% off any service with ISU ID!
Featuring:
The economical way
to furnish
your apartment!
515-233-1396
312 Main Street
www.greatstuffconsignment.com
Great Stuff Ltd.
Selective Consignment Store
Shopping.  Dining. Nightlife.
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North Grand, South 
Duff add new options
By Anna.Bellegante 
@iowastatedaily.com
While you were busy studying abroad, rocking an internship 
or soaking up some sun, Ames was busy expanding. Four new 
restaurants and stores will be settling down in Ames. These new 
establishments will offer the community more choices, more 
variety and more job opportunities.
Business
Chipotle Mexican Grill is also bringing flair to Duff Avenue. 
Although the application for the building permit has not yet be-
gun, Chipotle is tentatively set to open by the end of the year at 
435 S. Duff Ave. Chipotle is known for its “Food with Integrity” 
mission, which aims to serve organic ingredients and naturally 
raised meat. In addition to its large burritos, Chipotle serves 
crispy and soft tacos, salads and burrito bowls.
T.J.Maxx is coming to North Grand Mall and will be located in 
the former Sears building. T.J.Maxx prides itself on offering “de-
signer clothing without the designer price tag.” Accessories and 
home items are available, as well as clothes for the whole family. 
T.J.Maxx is set to be open in the spring of 2013.
Building plans for a Kohl’s department store are getting un-
derway. Kohl’s will be located in a standalone just south of North 
Grand Mall. Although plans are just beginning, the store is tenta-
tively set to open in 2013. At Kohl’s, you can shop for clothes, bed-
ding, kitchen, home, shoes and more.
With both T.J.Maxx and Kohl’s coming to Ames, you may not 
have to journey too far to find what you need.
You may have noticed Duff Avenue added a country twist. 
Texas Roadhouse, located at 519 S. Duff Ave., had its grand open-
ing July 23. If you call ahead to let the restaurant you’re coming, 
you can cut down on your wait time. 
While known for its hand-cut steaks and fall-off-the-bone 
ribs, Texas Roadhouse’s menu also includes salads, burgers, sand-
wiches and “legendary” sides.
 Celebratin
g 25 Years!
from 40 Cou
ntries
ALL HANDCRAFTED & FAIRLY T
RADE
D
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The June 19 power out-
age, originally thought to 
have been caused by a just 
tree branch, was caused by 
an entire tree falling into a 
power line.
Tim McCollough, elec-
tric services operations su-
perintendent for the Ames 
Municipal Power Plant, 
weighed in on what caused 
the entire city of Ames and 
Iowa State to be without 
power shortly before 3 p.m. 
on the afternoon of June 19.
“It was not a tree branch 
but an entire tree that fell 
into a high voltage [161,000-
volt] high line yesterday,” 
McCollough said. “It fell 
into the line and opened 
the breaker that caused the 
fault. That caused there to 
not be enough generation, 
and we couldn’t get enough 
power coming from the 
Ames Municipal Power 
Plant. That caused an entire 
blackout throughout the city 
of Ames.”
Within an hour of the 
power going out, the tree 
was discovered to have been 
Jonathan Wickert became 
Iowa State’s new senior vice 
president and provost on July 
30. He assumes the role after 
previously serving as dean of 
the College of Engineering 
since 2009 and member of the 
ISU faculty since 2007.
Wickert takes over for 
Elizabeth Hoffman, who 
served as executive vice 
president and provost since 
2007. Hoffman announced in 
February she would be step-
ping down from her posi-
tion no later than December 
2012. As of now, Hoffman 
will remain on faculty for the 
university.
Pamela Anthony became 
Iowa State’s new dean of stu-
dents on Aug. 1. Anthony pre-
viously served as the assistant 
dean of students at Georgia 
State in Atlanta. Anthony as-
sumes the role after previous 
dean Dione Somerville left 
the university in June 2011 
to become vice president of 
student affairs at Bloomsburg 
University of Pennsylvania.
Laura Doering officially 
became Iowa State’s new reg-
istrar July 1. She previously 
served as Iowa State’s senior 
associate registrar and direc-
tor of transfer relations and 
has been working at the uni-
versity since 1996. Doering 
succeeded registrar Kathy 
Jones, who has retired.
Administrators
When you’re gone: 
Iowa State makes 
personnel changes
By Aimee.Burch 
@iowastatedaily.com
Blackout
Entire fallen tree 
causes citywide 
power outage 
in mid-June
By Frances.Myers 
@iowastatedaily.com
ELECTRICITY.p77 >>
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the source, and within min-
utes, power was restored to 
parts of the city.
“Once we were sure the 
transmission system was re-
stored and in good condition, 
we restored power first to the 
critical operations, such as 
the hospital, and then to other 
customers,” McCollough said. 
“We can only restore power 
to one section at a time. First 
we restored power to the sec-
tions that were closest to the 
good source and then went 
out from there.”
Normally, the university is 
supplied with electricity from 
its own power plant, but that 
day, it had to be supplied power 
from the Ames Power Plant.
David Miller, associate 
vice president of facilities 
planning and management 
at Iowa State, said via email 
Tuesday: “Up until [the power 
outage] MidAmerican has 
limited the power flow into 
Ames at 62 [megawatt] due 
to capacity limitations of the 
transmission system in the 
area. By agreement, Iowa 
State has access to a portion of 
that power, currently 10 MW.”
Since Iowa State has ac-
cess to 10 MW of the import-
ed power, the balance of 52 
MW is allocated to the city of 
Ames’ usage.
Miller said in the email 
Ames was able to restore pow-
er before Iowa State was able, 
due to their possession of two 
gas turbines that make up the 
difference between the power 
flow the city has and how 
much the city actually needs.
“Both Ames’ boiler and 
Iowa State’s boilers [were] 
off-line due to the power out-
age,” Miller said. “The univer-
sity does not have gas turbines 
and therefore has no way to 
make up the difference be-
tween the transmission sys-
tem and our actual load, until 
our boilers and turbines can 
be restarted.”
McCollough said that, to 
his knowledge, nothing like 
this has happened before in 
Ames within at least a 30-year 
time span and that the city of 
Ames is looking to get a new 
transmission line approved 
by the Iowa Utilities Board so 
this does not happen again in 
the future.
>>ELECTRICITY.p76
File photo: Kelsey Kremer/Iowa State Daily
ISU Dining staff serve people visiting the university for camps 
and other activities while in the dark in Season Marketplace 
during the June 19 power outage. Seasons still served 
dinner to the 500 to 600 people they had expected to serve. 
The serving areas and tables were lit with battery powered 
lanterns and the cooks used portable heating pans.
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320 S. 16th St.
(515) 956-3580
300 Main St.
(515) 232-0124
316 Main Street
(515) 232-7687
36Beers
Drink up!
1610 S Kellogg Ave
Ames
BEER. FOOD. FUN.
on tap
1310 S. Duff #101
(515) 233-3911
524 Lincoln Way
(515) 232-5111
117 Welch Ave
515-292-2222
2320 Lincoln Way
515-292-2735
218 Welch Ave
515-292-1670
Restaurant Directory
1310 S. Duff #101
(515) 233-3911
524 Lincoln Way
(515) 232-5111
320 South 16th Street
(515) 956-3580
300 Main Street
(515) 232-0124
316 Main S reet
(515) 232-7687
1610 South Kellogg 
Ave. Ames
117 Welch Ave.
(515) 292-2222
2  i oln Way
(515) 292-2735
218 elch Ave.
(515) 292-1670
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ISU researchers have had a 
special role in possibly the big-
gest physics breakthroughs in 
the last 50 years.
Since 1999, the ISU phys-
ics and astronomy depart-
ment has been working with 
the European Organization for 
Nuclear Research (more com-
monly known as CERN, from 
the French) to make new dis-
coveries in physics.
Hundreds of feet under-
ground at the border of France 
and Switzerland lies CERN’s 
Large Hadron Collider, the 
world’s largest particle accel-
erator. At the collider, physi-
cists accelerate subatomic 
particles to near the speed of 
light and then have the par-
ticles collide.
Iowa State collides with Higgs boson  
as physicists aid in particle research
By Megan.Wolff 
@iowastatedaily.com
Photo courtesy of Flickr/marc_buehler
Even though the physical research happens hundreds of feet underground in Switzerland, a 
team of faculty and students from Iowa State provided research analysis on the Higgs boson.CERN.p80 >>
CERN
Exams With Care 
  Frames With Flair
301 Main St   |   (515) 232-1436
www.StylEyesIowa.com
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Since mass and energy are 
related to each other, these 
collisions have enough energy 
to create mass. After each ex-
periment, scientists analyze 
the data from the collisions to 
determine what was created. 
Within the LHC is the ATLAS, 
or A Toroidal LHC Apparatus, 
detector, which has been in op-
eration since 2008.
On July 4, scientists at 
CERN announced they had 
found a particle that is “con-
sistent” with the Higgs boson. 
The Higgs boson is a funda-
mental particle in physics 
which makes up the Higgs field 
— an even distribution of bo-
sons throughout the universe.
At Iowa State, a team 
of students and professors 
worked with ATLAS to give 
support and analyze data. Jim 
Cochran, professor of phys-
ics and astronomy, said the 
team spends about half their 
time doing support for experi-
ments. This includes “making 
sure things are running, work-
ing on software to deal with all 
the data coming out, that kind 
of stuff.” The other half 
of the time, they are 
analyzing data from 
experiments.
This data not only 
helps the science com-
munity as a whole, 
but also the students. 
In the past year, three 
ISU graduate students, 
each spending several 
years as residents at 
CERN, have earned 
Ph.D. degrees using 
ATLAS data, and many 
more undergraduate 
students have been in-
volved in Ames.
“We have one stu-
dent who was working 
on the Higgs, though 
her work wasn’t as 
much a part of this 
thing as it will be in the 
paper that comes out in 
July,” Cochran said.
In addition to the 
research, Iowa State’s 
physics and astronomy 
department has pro-
vided ATLAS with leadership 
in a variety of areas. Assistant 
professor Chunhui Chen has 
been awarded a U.S. ATLAS 
Fellowship for 2012; professor 
Soeren Prell is the chairman 
of the U.S. ATLAS Speakers 
Committee; postdoctoral as-
sociate Arantxa Ruiz Martínez 
is the convener of one of the 
ATLAS physics analysis sub-
groups; and Cochran was re-
>>CERN.p79
41 1 Kello g g 515.233.0270
REPA I RS
Weekdays 1 0 a.m. 6 P.M. S ATU R DAys 1 0 a.m. 4 P.M.
$119
CRUISERS
STARTING AT
S PEC I A L  O RDERS
RESTORAT I O NS
CUSTOM  B I KES
ISU Theatre
2012-2013 Season
Noises Off
Candide
The Three Musketeers
Alice in Wonderland
A Streetcar Named Desire
Fiddler on the Roof
theatre.iastate.edu
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cently appointed as the deputy 
operations program manager 
for the U.S. portion of ATLAS.
The next step for ATLAS is 
to confirm that the particle is 
the Higgs boson.
“We’ve clearly found some-
thing,” Cochran said. “It’s a 
beautiful thing. But 
we’re not absolutely 
sure it’s the Higgs. It 
certainly looks like 
it could be; it has the 
right properties.”
The Higgs boson 
particle and its field 
are just part of the 
Standard Model in 
physics, which ex-
plains the different 
forces and interactions 
between particles. The 
Standard Model says 
the Higgs boson gives 
other particles their 
mass and explains why 
some subatomic par-
ticles, such as quarks, 
have heavy masses, 
while photons are 
massless and travel at 
the speed of light.
Before the Higgs mecha-
nism, first proposed by 
University of Edinburgh physi-
cist Peter Higgs and his team in 
1964, the Standard Model lacked 
an explanation for how most el-
ementary particles gain mass.
“The [pre-Higgs] concept 
is that all of space is filled 
with ether. For years people 
wondered how light traveled 
through space. Obviously it 
traveled through something,” 
Jim Cochran said.
The Higgs theory explains 
that, instead of “ether,” every-
thing travels though the Higgs 
field, and all particles except 
for photons interact and gain 
mass from the field.
The discovery of this par-
ticle should lead to a stronger 
Standard Model of physics and 
a deeper understanding of sub-
atomic interactions.
“The least biggest thing 
we’ve possibly found is the 
Higgs, but that’s still a pretty 
big deal,” Cochran said. “It’s 
hard to predict the future.”
Photo courtesy of CERN
Seen here is the simulation of evidence for the Higgs 
boson. Scientists said July 4 they had discovered a 
new particle whose characteristics match those of the 
Higgs boson, the most sought-after particle in physics, 
which could help unlock some of the universe’s 
deepest secrets.
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At first he did not believe 
anything was actually wrong. 
It was a quarter after 6 
a.m. at the South Meadow 
Apartments, and Satya Mohan 
Vamsi Andalam was asleep 
with his wife when they heard 
a knocking at the door.
“This guy was in a panic 
and was saying there was 
smoke,” said Andalam, gradu-
ate in electrical and computer 
engineering. “We didn’t think 
there was actually anything 
wrong. We thought maybe 
someone had burned some-
thing while making some food. 
There were no smoke alarms 
so we didn’t really think any-
thing of it.”
Andalam and his wife 
grabbed only their cellphones, 
leaving everything else, in-
cluding their documents.
“We came outside and saw 
that there was actually fire 
at the farther side,” Andalam 
said. “As we got closer to where 
the fire was, I remember just 
thinking, ‘Oh my God.’ It 
looked like it was a small fire, 
though, so we thought surely 
Sorting through ashes after a fire
By Frances.Myers 
@iowastatedaily.com
File photo: Kelsey Kremer/Iowa State Daily
The fire at 301 S. Fifth St. started in the garage beneath the building. After working its way up the building the fire made its way 
into the roof and attic above the apartments. The building lacked firestops and was able to burn through the entire attic.
FIRE.p85 >>
Emergency
Someone you 
know counts 
on Planned 
Parenthood.
2530 Chamberlain St. | Ames 
www.ppheartland.org | 1.877.811.7526
We’re here for you with affordable and 
confidential health services to keep  
you safe and healthy.
Free condoms 
Affordable Birth Control
STI Testing & Treatment 
Plan B 
Gardasil Vaccine 
Annual Exams
P• Lot 21 (West of the Armory)• Lot 100 (West of the Lied Center)• East Parking Deck – upper levelSmart Cards are available at the Parking Division − 27 Armory.This card is not valid at the Memorial Union Parking Ramp.Smart Cards allow you to park pre-pay stalls
www.parking.iastate.edu/visitor/smartcards
Iowa State Parking Division
515-294-4444
Smart Cars Use Smart Cards
Iowa State University Parking Division  I  515-294-3388
Be “cent”sible.
Get a smartcard.Hang on!Let me find 
some change.
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A full-service veterinary hospital committed 
to keeping your pet healthy!
Wellness, specialty, and 
emergency services for  
small animals, large  
animals, and exotics!
Small Animal: 515-294-4900
Large Animal: 515-294-1500
vetmed.iastate.edu
Lloyd Veterinary Medical Center
302 S. 3rd St.
515-233-4067
partytimeames.com
Like a Good Neighbor 
              State Farm is There.
Pat Brown
Agent 
P.O. Box 2204
1112 Buckeye Ave, Ames, IA
515.233.1295
pat.brown.bzr7@statefarm.com
Business Directory
Consider us
when looking for 
your next home!
292-3479 • 292-5050
www.horizon-properties.com
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the firefighters would get it out 
soon. We just felt guilty that 
we hadn’t thought to grab our 
documents.”
As the hour progressed, the 
fire progressed as well, more 
quickly than before. This was 
due to the lack of firestops, said 
Fire Captain Richard Higgins.
According to the National 
Insulation Association, fire-
stops “are products specifical-
ly designed to stop smoke, tox-
ic fumes, super-heated gases 
and fire from migrating from 
one room to another or from 
one floor to another. Firestops 
are used to restore the entire 
structure, via each individu-
ally penetrated partition, to its 
original fire-rated integrity.”
Higgins said the fire was 
able to spread more quickly 
through the building than it 
normally would have because 
of the lack of firestops.
“The fire started down 
below in the parking garage 
underneath,” Higgins said. 
“There are no doors on the ga-
rage, so the fire came out of the 
garage and worked up the vinyl 
siding and got into the over-
hang of the roof. Once it got up 
into the attic, the attic doesn’t 
have what is called a firestop or 
actually a draft stop. So there’s 
no drywall or anything to keep 
it [from] running the distance 
of the attic around all. ... With 
there being no fire stops in 
there, that made it difficult for 
us to stop[the fire].”
Approximately 38 fire-
fighters were at the scene and 
working to control the fire, 
Higgins said, which is more 
than usual because of the size 
of the fire.
While many residents 
discovered their belongings 
were completely destroyed, 
Andalam and his wife, who 
lived in an apartment on the 
upper floor near where the fire 
created the most damage, were 
fortunate to find their docu-
ments were salvageable.
“We kept our documents 
in our closet near the top,” 
Andalam said. “Fortunately, 
only the ceiling was destroyed 
on our closet. Things in our 
apartment, like our wooden 
furniture, were destroyed by 
the fire, and our electronics 
were unable to be salvaged. But 
the important things were OK. 
So we were really happy.”
In the days since the fire, 
Andalam and his wife have 
been staying with friends.
“The emotional support 
from friends has helped a lot,” 
Andalam said. “Now I’ll be 
looking to finish up my thesis 
for my Ph.D. My laptop is de-
stroyed so I’ll be trying to get 
back my work. I’ll also be look-
ing for a job. I’m sure I can get a 
job, especially since I have my 
documents.”
>>FIRE.p82
File photo: Kelsey Kremer/Iowa State Daily
Tenants of 301 S. Fifth St. move their belongings out of the water - and fire - damaged 
apartments on July 16, the day after a fire that caused significant damage to the building.
220 Kitty Hawk Drive
HONDA OF AMES
SHOP: AMESHONDA.COM
T [866] 956-3268
SALES HOURS
MON - THU 8:00am-8:00pm
FRI 8:00am-6:00pm
SATURDAY 8:00am-5:00pm
69
S D
U
FF AVE
30
Kitty Hawk Drive
Airport RoadAMES
MUNICIPAL
AIRPORT
AUTO
STORES
Serving Our Communities Since 1946
69
S D
U
FF AVE
30
Kitty Hawk Drive
Airport RoadAMES
MUNICIPAL
AIRPORT
2901 South Duff Ave
T [866] 956-3642
SHOP: AMESNISSAN.COM
LITHIA NISSAN OF AMES
SALES HOURS
MON - THU 8:00am-8:00pm
FRI 8:00am-6:00pm
SATURDAY 8:00am-5:00pm
WE SELL NEW AND USED CARS!
CONGRATULATIONS AND WELCOME TO IOWA STATE!
FREE!
AC PERFORMANCE CHECK
*Coupon has no cash value. Not valid with other 
offers. Must present coupon at the time of service. 
Offer Expires 8/31/12.
ALL ACCESSORIES
10% OFF
*Coupon has no cash value. Not valid with other 
offers. Must present coupon at the time of service. 
Offer Expires 8/31/12.
GAS ENGINE OIL CHANGE
Change oil up to 
5qts and oil filter. $1895
Excludes diesels and synthetics. One coupon per 
customer. Coupon has no cash value. Not valid with 
other offers. Must present coupon at the time of 
service. Offer expires 8/31/12. 
*3 available, model #: CP2F3EW. 36 monthly lease payments of $209. 
Total due at lease signing, $0 customer cash. No security deposit required. 
Based on 12,000 miles per year. excess miles charged at 15 cents per mile. 
Lease end termination fee, $0. Option to purchase at lease end, $12,919.20. 
On approved credit. Plus motor vehicle excise tax, license, and $129 dealer 
documentary service fee. Offer expires 08/31/12.
LEASE A NEW 2012 
HONDA ACCORD LX
TEST DRIVE THE ALL NEW
2013 NISSAN ALTIMA TODAY!
 Automatic
 Keyless Remote
 Panic Alarm
DUE AT
LEASE 
SIGNING
$0 SECURITYDEPOSIT$0FIRSTMONTH’S
PAYMENT
$0
$209permo
for 36 months 38
MPG 
HWY
EPA EST
 Xtronic CVT®
 Bluetooth®
 Advanced Drive-Assist™ Display
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Two seasons into his 
coaching career, ISU men’s 
basketball coach Fred 
Hoiberg signed a new con-
tract in May.
The 8-year contract is 
worth an average of $1.5 mil-
lion annually.
Hoiberg shared his excite-
ment in a tweet.
“I’m really thankful for 
the long term commitment 
on my contract extension,” 
Hoiberg said. “Excited 
about the future of our 
program!”
The contract is set to re-
place the one Hoiberg signed 
in back in August of 2010, 
which had three years re-
maining, set to run through 
April 30, 2015. 
The new contract will run 
eight years, through the 2019-
20 season.
Last season the Cyclones 
won 23 games on the way to 
their first NCAA Tournament 
appearance since 2003. 
Hoiberg later was named 
the Big 12 Coach-of-the-Year, 
a shared honor with Kansas’ 
Bill Self.
ISU Athletic Director 
Jamie Pollard said in a tweet 
he, too, was excited to have 
his coaches locked up.
“Excited for our fans and 
players to sign Coach Hoiberg 
to a 8 year extension,” Pollard 
said. “Now have Rhoads, 
Fennelly and Hoiberg locked 
up 4 long haul.”
Hoiberg signs new 
8-year contract
By Alex.Halsted 
@iowastatedaily.com
Athletics
File photo: Iowa State Daily
ISU men’s basketball coach Fred Hoiberg gives direction to the 
Cyclone offense during the game against Texas Tech Feb. 22 at 
Hilton Coliseum. Hoiberg has signed a contract extending his 
coaching career at Iowa State another eight years, expiring 
with the 2019-20 season.
Coach will remain 
at ISU until 2020
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The best college job 
you’ll ever have!
The Iowa State Daily
has immediate
openings in its
sales department. 
Learn .sales techniques,
improve your 
communication skills
and build your resume 
while earning top dollar!
Call TODAY!
294-2403
Apply at 108 Hamilton Hall or 
visit www.iowastatedaily.com 
to download an application.
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As Fred Hoiberg sat in the 
upstairs office at the Sukup 
Basketball Complex with for-
mer ISU forward Royce White, 
his heart pounded.
After the 14th pick of the 
2012 NBA Draft was made, 
Hoiberg’s phone buzzed with 
a text from his former NBA 
coach and front office co-
worker, Kevin McHale, who 
is now the head coach of the 
Houston Rockets.
“When I got the text from 
Kevin McHale saying, ‘We’re 
going to take him,’ it was a 
huge relief,” Hoiberg said. “My 
heart was pounding, which 
isn’t good for a guy with a heart 
condition.”
The Rockets had the up-
coming 16th and 18th selec-
tions in the draft, but McHale 
did not respond to Hoiberg’s 
inquiry as to which pick 
Houston would use on White. 
So Hoiberg  waited.
With the 16th pick, NBA 
commissioner David Stern 
announced White, who spent 
one season on the court as a 
Cyclone, had been selected.
The long wait had finally 
paid off.
“To be honest, I was having 
an hour and 45 minute panic 
attack up there, that’s just as 
honest as I can be,” White said. 
White said he was not sur-
prised Hoiberg kept the news 
to himself until the pick was 
official, joking that he wished 
Hoiberg would have ended his 
wait a few minutes earlier.
“Coach is superstitious like 
that,” White said. “I think he 
probably didn’t want to jinx it.”
Hoiberg, a former front 
office employee with the 
Minnesota Timberwolves, 
said he kept the text under 
wraps because he knows how 
quickly things can change.
“I didn’t say anything to 
anybody because I’ve seen 
things happen in the draft 
where a trade comes up, and 
you can’t refuse it,” Hoiberg 
said. “[Royce] was shocked. If 
you could see the look on his 
face at the time, it was pretty 
priceless.”
McHale, a member of the 
Naismith Basketball Hall of 
Fame, spent 13 seasons in the 
NBA with the Boston Celtics, 
helping the team to three NBA 
Championships.
Hoiberg said he was hap-
py to hear McHale and the 
Rockets would be selecting 
White.
“I played for Kevin and 
worked with Kevin for sev-
eral years, and he’ll use him 
the right way; he’ll be great for 
Royce off the floor, as well,” 
Hoiberg said. “I’m so happy; it’s 
a big step in Royce’s life, and 
he’s ready to take advantage 
of it.”
White, barring any further 
move by the Rockets, will play 
under a 7-time All-Star and 
one of the most highly regard-
ed forwards in NBA history.
“Kevin is a legend in his 
own right as a player, and he 
did great things in Minnesota 
[in the front office],” White 
said. “He’s a legend, and the 
moves I’m practicing every day 
as a post player, they were in-
vented by him.”
Rebecca White, Royce’s 
mother, hopes the connection 
between Hoiberg and McHale 
will help her son transition 
more easily to the NBA and a 
new part of his life.
“Hopefully, the fact that 
there is that connection be-
tween Fred and Kevin McHale 
will help transition him, and 
[he can] still have someone 
with some familiarity, good 
advice and all of that,” she said.
When he does step on the 
court for the first time, the 
21-year-old White will do so 
with many players he grew up 
watching, making for an emo-
tional experience.
“It’s going to be a blessing 
— very powerful for me. I’m 
a very emotional guy when 
it comes to big moments, big 
hurdles in life,” White said. 
“The first time I stepped on the 
Iowa State court my emotions 
swelled, and I’m sure the same 
thing will happen when I step 
on the court with each one of 
those legends I watched all of 
those years.”
White drafted 16th by NBA’s Rockets
By Alex.Halsted 
@iowastatedaily.com
File photo: Yue Wu/Iowa State Daily
Royce White, former ISU basketball forward, shakes hands with coach Fred Hoiberg after the March 21 conference announcing 
White’s intention to enter the NBA draft.
Basketball
Rev. Dave Russell
Rev. Susan Russell
Mindy Phomvisay, Music
Join us Sundays!
Worship  9:45 am
Student Supper 6:00 pm
200 Lynn Avenue
(1 block south of Memorial Union)
www.fbcames.org
First Baptist Church of Ames
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Religion
Christianity
Areopagus Campus 
Ministry, a ministry of the 
Christian Reformed Church, is 
based on three propositions: the 
Christian message is relevant to 
higher education, learning and 
faith should complement one 
another and the work people 
do at Iowa State should be an 
important part of the Christian 
journey.
Campus Christian 
Fellowship is a statewide orga-
nization with ministries at Iowa 
State and the University of Iowa. 
It is non-denominational and 
is affiliated with the Christian 
Church/Church of Christ. The 
fellowship partners with North 
Grand Christian Church and 
Freedom Ridge Church. 
Campus Crusades for 
Christ is an interdenomina-
tional Christian group with 
more than 100 members. The 
groups holds a large meeting at 
9 p.m. every Thursday in room 
1414 of the Molecular Biology 
Find your spirit
File photo: Huiling Wu/Iowa State Daily
People enjoy The Salt Company concert April 27 at Cornerstone Church. The Salt Company gives believers opportunities to get 
together and spend time on worshiping through music. 
RELIGION.p90 >>
God is bigger than _________
How would you fill in the blank?
Tell us!  fccames@fccames.org
611 Clark  |  Ames, IA
515-232-5766
religion, the bible
Visit Us Online!
www.fccames.org
St. Paul Lutheran Preschool  
610 15th St.    www.saintpaulames.org    232-5838
Openings for 2012-2013 school year available 
with classes available for 3, 4 and 5 year olds 
Download an Application for Enrollment Form at 
www.saintpaulames.org/preschool Scholarship Opportunities Available
Sunday Worship Hours 8:30 and 11:00 a.m.
Christian Education Hour 9:45 a.m.
St. Thomas Aquinas Church 
and Catholic Student Center
Opportunities for bible study groups, service projects, social activities, teaching religious education, liturgical 
ministries, and much more. Our library and student lounge are open daily for study (Wi-Fi) and meetings.
Masses
Saturday 4:45 pm
Sunday 8:30 & 10:30 am
   & 7:00 pm (when ISU classes Monday)
Thursday Night Liturgy 9:15 pm
http://www.STAparish.net
2210 Lincoln Way, Ames  50014   515-292-3810
Across from the Memorial Union parking ramp Fr. Jon Seda
Fr. James Dubert
Fr. Richmond Dzekoe
Emily Klaus
Shari Reilly
Campus
Ministers
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building. There are also small 
groups/bible studies that meet.
The Catholic Student 
Center is part of St. Thomas 
Aquinas Church, one of two 
Catholic parishes in Ames 
and the only one on campus. 
Students in their Catholic 
Student Community run and 
participate in their Thursday 
Night Liturgy, as well as other 
events.
Cyclone Bible Fellowship 
is an ISU club and a ministry 
of Campus Baptist Church. 
Meetings are 6 to 8 p.m. every 
Sunday at the Lighthouse, locat-
ed at 112 S. Sheldon Ave. There 
are also small group Bible stud-
ies and monthly activities.
International Student 
Fellowship, a ministry of 
Memorial Lutheran Church, 
is for international students, 
scholars and families. The min-
istry offers several activities, 
academic help, English conver-
sations groups, Bible study and 
other groups.
The Iowa State 
Unitarian Universalist 
Campus Fellowship is for 
students interested in liberal 
religious thought. The group 
meets to stimulate mutual un-
derstanding at the Unitarian 
Universalist Fellowship of 
Ames.
The ISU chapter of the 
Latter-Day Saints Student 
Association meets at the LDS 
Institute of Religion, for classes 
and meetings every week. The 
LDSSA also holds a lunch fo-
rum every Friday.
ISU International 
Friendship Connection is 
a fellowship of international 
Christians who want to help 
international students, schol-
ars and their families. There are 
family groups in which interna-
tional and American students 
meet at American homes each 
week to hang out, eat and study 
the Bible. 
ISU Korean United 
Methodist Church Campus 
Mission is a group of Korean 
Christian students. Young adult 
File photo: Nicole Wiegand/Iowa State Daily
Frances Clemente, junior in biology, receives ashes during the Feb. 22 Ash Wednesday mass at St. Thomas Aquinas Church, 
one of the Catholic churches in Ames. Ash Wednesday marks the beginning of the observance of Lent, which ends on Easter. 
>>RELIGION.p89
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Unitarian Universalist Fellowship of Ames
1015 N. Hyland Avenue, Ames, IA 50014
515-292-5960, www.uufames.org, uufa@uufames.org
Sunday service times:
10:00 through September 2;
9:15 & 11 beginning September 9,
coffee & fellowship 10:15-11
Standing on the side of love
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praise and worship is every 
Friday. Campus Bible study is 
every Saturday.
Lutheran Campus 
Ministry, an extension of the 
Evangelical Lutheran Church 
of America, provides a commu-
nity of faith to help promotes 
personal growth. The group 
worships at 6 p.m. every Sunday 
at the University Lutheran 
Center. There is a dinner be-
fore the worship. The groups 
also has many other weekly 
activities.
The Navigators is a 
Christian fellowship that aims 
to help students know about 
Christ and prepare those stu-
dents to walk and labor with 
Christ. Freshman Connection 
is at 8:30 p.m. every Tuesday 
and Nav Night is at 7:30 p.m. 
every Thursday. There are also 
Bible study groups that meet 
weekly. 
The Orthodox Christian 
Fellowship of Iowa State 
University is a chapter 
of the Orthodox Christian 
Fellowship. A discussion group 
meets at 7 p.m. the second 
Thursday of each month in the 
Memorial Union. There’s also 
Typika prayer service at 7 p.m. 
every Wednesday at St. John’s 
Episcopal Church.
The River, the collegiate 
program of First Evangelical 
Free Church, meets Thursday 
nights during the school year 
and also organizes small-group 
Bible study programs.
The Rock is a Christian 
group for “twenty-something” 
singles and college students 
who desire to use nontradi-
tional ways to develop their 
spiritual life. It is a part of 
Stonebrook Church. Small 
groups meet every week. The 
Friday Night Rock, which fea-
tures music, speakers and other 
performances.
The Wesley Foundation 
Student Center, connect-
ed to the Collegiate United 
Methodist Church, offers 
student worship services and 
studies, as well as frequent out-
reach and fellowship events. 
A worship service is offered at 
5:30 p.m. every Sunday at the 
Collegiate United Methodist 
Church. The foundation also 
offers free midnight breakfast 
from 11:30 p.m. to 1 a.m. on se-
lected Fridays.
The Salt Company, ran by 
Cornerstone Church, offers a 
contemporary worship experi-
ence, as well as small connec-
tion groups and other activities. 
It is nondenominational, but 
Cornerstone is informally affili-
ated with the Southern Baptist 
Convention.
Buddhism
There are a few meditation 
groups in Ames. For instance, 
the Ames Karma Kagyu 
Study Group meets every 
Sunday at the Memorial Union. 
The Unitarian Universalist 
Fellowship of Ames hosts 
group meditation.
Islam
The Muslim Student 
Association aims to help 
Muslim students and collabo-
rate with other student organi-
zations to celebrate the diversity 
of the Muslim culture. Meetings 
are at the Darul Arqum Islamic 
Center or on the ISU campus.
Interfaith
The Interfaith Council 
of Iowa State University is 
a student organization made 
up of representatives from re-
ligious and spiritual student 
groups on campus. 
The group invites others 
to join in on its meetings and 
events too.
Jewish
ISU Hillel aims to support 
Iowa State’s Jewish students 
and to encourage service and 
learning on campus. The group 
works with the Ames Jewish 
Congregation.
Non-religious
The Atheist and Agnostic 
Society is a group for ISU stu-
dents wishing to lead a full life 
without the influence of religion. 
Members meet weekly at 
the Memorial Union, and the 
group puts on events and takes 
trips frequently. 
Contact Dr. Hector Avalos, 
associate professor of religious 
studies.
>>RELIGION.p90
Weekly Schedule
Worship: Sunday 9:30 a.m.
Bible Study: Wednesday 7:30 a.m.
Check us out online at:
www.amesucc.org
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Add technology to
energize
your workouts, diet
By Katherine.Klingseis 
@iowastatedaily.com
Technology has found its way into people’s gym bags. Here are 
five technological tools you can use to help you trim your fat and 
build  your muscles.
Fitbit technology can tell 
you just about everything you 
need to know to improve your 
life and help you lose weight. 
In fact, the amount of infor-
mation it can tell you is kind of 
scary — it knows more about 
your body than you do.
Fitbit Ultra is a small de-
vice, about the size of your 
thumb, and can measure your 
calories burned and con-
sumed, steps taken, miles trav-
eled, activity levels, when you 
went to sleep, how long it took 
you to fall asleep, times awak-
ened, how long you were in bed 
and actual sleep time. 
You can then wirelessly 
transfer that information to a 
base station and then upload it 
to Fitbit.com.
If you want to know your 
weight, body mass index and 
percentage of body fat, try 
out Fitbit Aria, a Wi-Fi smart 
scale. The information can 
then be uploaded to Fitbit.
com and you can track your 
progress.
The Fitbit Ultra costs 
$99.95 and the Fitbit Aria 
costs $129.95. You can buy 
them at Fitbit.com.
1.Fitbit
Nike has long been revo-
lutionary in the sports and 
fitness arena. Nike Plus, in 
particular,  has dramatically 
changed and improved the way 
athletes train.
There are several gadgets 
and applications Nike Plus 
offers to help athletes. For in-
stance, the Nike Plus FuelBand 
tracks your activity and trans-
fer it into NikeFuel, which you 
can upload and track online. 
The band will also tell you cal-
ories burned, steps taken and 
distance traveled.
Nike also sells the Nike 
Plus SportWatch GPS, which 
tracks your pace, time, calories 
burned and distance. It also 
serves as a GPS and, if linked 
to a Polar heart monitor, can 
track your heart rate. The Nike 
Plus SportBand is similar to 
the SportWatch except it uses 
a sensor in your shoe instead 
of GPS.
If you want to learn more 
about your weight training ses-
sions, you can track your work-
out with Nike Plus Training. 
Basketball players can also use 
Nike Plus Basketball. 
2.Nike+
Photo courtesy of Flickr/Peter J. Markham Photo courtesy of Flickr/Fabio Gava
ENERGIZE.p94 >>
Fitness
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Workout Hero  stands out 
at first glance by its thumbnail 
of a man opening his jacket to 
a Superman-like undershirt. 
When you actually down-
load the app, you’ll real-
ize it’s an app suitable for a 
superhero.
This isn’t surprising when 
you find out the app was devel-
oped by CrossFit, a strength 
and conditioning program 
used by the police, military 
and professional athletes.
What puts Workout Hero 
above other fitness applica-
tions is the vast amount of ser-
vices it offers. 
For example, users can 
choose from different work-
outs, which are labeled 
“Heroes,” “Benchmark 
Girls,” “The New Girls” and 
“Random.” 
These workouts consist of 
different exercises and have a 
video accompanying them. 
The videos show you how 
to do exercises, which is help-
ful for those who are new to 
working out.
If you don’t see a work-
out you like, you can create 
your own custom workout. 
However, making a custom 
workout takes the knowledge 
of fitness.
If you are confused 
about how to do an exercise, 
Workout Hero provides its us-
ers with how-to videos. 
The app also offers books 
about diets and exercises and 
several recipes.
When you complete a 
workout, you can add it to your 
calendar and keep track of 
your workouts and progress.
 Use Workout Hero to tone 
your body, and Superman 
will soon be jealous of your 
physique.
Workout Hero costs $1.99 
on the iTunes store.
Workout 
Hero
3.
>>ENERGIZE.p93 Zombies have gained a lot 
of attention in the past few 
years. From graphic novels to 
movies to video games, zom-
bies have become a staple of 
pop culture. 
Zombies, Run! combines 
people’s interest in zombies 
to something people actually 
need to pay attention to, their 
health.
Zombies, Run! is an Apple 
and Android app that chal-
lenges users to run in order to 
survive a zombie apocalypse. 
When you run, you participate 
in an interactive story. You 
will pick up supplies as you at-
tempt to fulfill missions.
You can program it so your 
music plays as you complete 
missions. 
Between songs, you will 
hear a man telling what to do 
next on the mission. 
You can also program it so 
that you will have to run faster 
in order to escape a mob of 
zombies.
Many people do not like 
running. With Zombies, Run!, 
the interactive story will make 
you forget you are even run-
ning, making you think about 
escaping from the clutches of 
zombies instead. The app sug-
gests zombies can benefit your 
health.
The only problem with the 
app is that you may get too 
caught up in the game and for-
get to be careful on your run. 
Regardless of the presence of 
pursuing zombies, you need 
to keep one foot in reality — 
watch for dangers associated 
with running outdoors.
You can also use Zombies, 
Run! indoors. However, 
the accelerometer used 
to track indoor running is 
experimental.
Zombies, Run! costs $7.99 
on the iTunes, Android and 
WindowsPhone stores
ENERGIZE.p95 >>
Zombies, 
Run!
4.
Express your creativity 
through quilting at the 
238 Main St                        233-3048
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Exercise is only part of the 
puzzle. The most effective way 
to lose weight and improve 
your health is to combine exer-
cise with healthy eating.
Calorie Counter Pro helps 
its users monitor what food 
and beverages they consume. 
It also assists users with 
figuring out how many calo-
ries they need to consume in 
a day to gain, lose or maintain 
weight. 
All you have to do is plug 
in your current weight, a goal 
weight and how many pounds 
you want to gain or lose in a 
week.
Throughout the day, users 
write in the food and bever-
ages they consume as well as 
the calories they burn. 
Calorie Counter Pro has 
a huge database of different 
foods and beverages, including 
many restaurant items, and 
types of exercises. 
It even lets you scan bar-
codes to track the nutrients in 
a product.
In addition to tracking cal-
ories, Calorie Counter Pro can 
also help you monitor sodium, 
cholesterol, fat and other im-
portant components of your 
diet. 
You can then analyze those 
results and monitor your diet 
better.
Calorie Counter Pro costs 
$3.99 on the iTunes and 
Android stores.
Calorie 
Counter Pro
5.
>>ENERGIZE.p94
$1.00 Pizza Slices every 
Tuesday night from 
8 pm to 11 pm
Your choice of 
Cheese or Pepperoni
Welcome Students
1610 S Kellogg Ave
232-6900
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Fitness
Lose the keg, 
gain a six pack
If you’re sick of your “keg” 
and want to get a six pack, try 
these simple exercises at home 
to define your abs.
1. Cardio
People often become overly 
focused on muscle building ex-
ercises when they are attempt-
ing to form six pack abs. While 
these exercises are important, 
cardio is also an essential com-
ponent of getting a six pack.
The reason why cardio is 
important is because it helps 
with fat loss. 
You can build up your ab-
dominals, but if you have a 
layer of fat over them, you will 
not be able to see them.
Muscle building exercises 
help build your abdominals 
and increase your metabolism 
to help with fat loss. Cardio 
burns calories, which then 
burn fat.
2. Crunches
Crunches are a favorite 
among many exercisers be-
cause they are simple to do. 
They work the six pack, or rec-
tus abdominis, and the trans-
versus abdominis, the deepest 
abdominal muscles.
While crunches are one of 
the most common exercises, 
it’s also one of the most incor-
rectly done exercise. In order 
to do a perfect crunch, follow 
these tips:
1. Put your hands on the 
ground next to you, hug them 
across your chest or place 
them behind your head. If you 
hug them across your chest, do 
not grab and pull your shirt to 
help you up. If you place your 
hands behind your head, do 
not pull on your head because 
you may strain your neck.
2. Make sure your chin is 
off your chest. If you rest your 
chin against your chest, it may, 
again, strain your neck.
3. Pay attention to your 
breathing. Always exhale 
when you are going up and al-
ways inhale when you are go-
ing down.
4. Go slowly. Doing crunch-
es should be treated as a race. 
When you are going up or 
down on a crunch, go slowly 
and feel your spine coil and 
uncoil.
5. Try different variations 
of crunches to add more dif-
By Katherine.Klingseis 
@iowastatedaily.com
Use these tips  
to help slim up
Photo courtesy of Thinkstock
Crunches are a favorite among many exercisers because 
they are simple to do. They work the six pack as well as the 
transversus abdominis, the deepest abdominal muscles. 
EXERCISE.p97 >>
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ficulty. For instance, stretch 
your arms out straight or 
keep your legs on the ground. 
Both of these actions will in-
crease the challenge of doing 
crunches.
3. Plank
The plank is all about 
building endurance in your 
core, which will tone your abs. 
To form a plank, first lay 
down on your stomach on the 
floor or a mat with your arms 
out in front of you.
As you exhale, push your 
body up so that your legs are 
not touching the floor and you 
are resting on your forearms. 
Make sure your butt is not sag-
ging or too high in the sky.
Hold the position for 20 to 
60 seconds, repeating for three 
to five repetitions. Beginners 
should start off with the short-
est duration and the fewest 
repetitions, gradually increas-
ing the time and number of 
repetitions.
If you want to work your 
deeper abdominal muscles, try 
performing a few repetitions 
of the side plank. 
To form a side plank, lie on 
the floor and prop your torso 
up using your forearm for 
support. 
As you exhale, lift your 
hips and knees off of the floor, 
resting your weight on your 
forearm. Either lie your other 
arm on your side or, for more 
difficulty, stretch your arm out 
toward the sky. 
Hold the pose for 20 to 60 
seconds and repeat the ex-
ercise three to to five times. 
4. Leg raises
Leg raises are a great exer-
cise for your lower abdominal 
muscles, which are the abs 
people often neglect.
Photos courtesy of Thinkstock
The plank is all about building endurance in your core, which will tone your abs. It is a staple of 
high school physical education classes.
>>EXERCISE.p96
EXERCISE.p98 >>
AMES
327 Main St.
515.233.4203Open Mon-Fri 10am-6pm • Sat 10am-5pm
www.riemanmusic.com
Ames Full-Service Music Store
Serving Central Iowa for Almost 60 Years
• Band & Orchestra       
Instrument Rentals /   
Leases / Sales
• Guitars • Amps
• Keyboards • Drum Kits
• Sheet Music / Lesson 
Books
• P.A. System Sales / 
Rentals
• Instrument Repairs
• Accessories • Supplies
• Lesson Studios Upstairs
Bach • Conn • Selmer • Buffet • Yamaha • Gemeinhardt  
Fender • Peavey • Guild • Schecter • Ibanez • Alvarez
Making Your World Sound Better!
Ron’s Auto Repair Center
Complete Auto Repair
Let our family take care of your family!
Serving the Ames community since 1982
Master certified technician
Peace of mind warranty
Complete auto care
Foreign & domestic cars
515-232-8555
119 Washington Ave. Ames, IA
www.ronsautorepairames.com
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To get into position for leg 
raises, lie face-up on the floor 
with your legs straight and 
your arms to your sides. As you 
exhale, use your abdominal 
muscles to raise your legs off 
the floor. 
Hold the pose for 20 to 60 
seconds and repeat the ex-
ercise three to to five times, 
without letting your legs touch 
the floor.
For added stability, use a 
fitness ball and place your feet 
on the fitness ball. If you are a 
beginner, try bending your legs 
to make the exercise easier.
5. Bicycle kicks  
Bicycle kicks combine the 
best of both worlds — weight 
training and cardio.
To begin, lie on your back 
on the floor. Bend your knees 
and make them parallel to the 
floor. Place your hands behind 
your head and use your ab-
dominal muscles to lift your 
shoulders off the floor.
Making sure you continue 
breathing, begin alternatively 
bringing your knees toward 
your chest and then pushing 
them out straight, like you’re 
riding a bike. Each time you 
bring one knee to your chest, 
hold the position for one or 
two seconds. Continue alter-
nating between each leg for 
a minute. Then, drop your 
shoulders to the floor and posi-
tion your knees parallel to the 
floor again. 
After a 10-to-15-second 
break, repeat the exercise.
>>EXERCISE.p97
Photo courtesy of Thinkstock
Bicycle kicks combine both weight training and cardio in one effective exercise. Make sure to 
pause for about 10 or 15 seconds after each minute of exercise.
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Quick cooking for 
your college lifestyle
B
y 
El
se
y.
H
ar
tm
an
@
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w
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da
ily
.c
om
Living with limited space can be difficult 
at times, especially when you need a 
quick snack or something to grab on your 
way to class but don’t want to spend 
extra money and don’t have supplies to 
prepare food with. These recipes can help 
you avoid eating out and are easy to put 
together within minutes.
If you can get your hands on a crockpot, 
this recipe is perfect for making any type  
of granola you desire.
Wash and core apple. Slice horizontally into two thick, round slic-
es. Spread one slice with peanut butter or almond butter and add 
granola and raisins or chocolate chips.
Get an additional
$5 OFF
Purchase of Fashion Jewelry
We Buy Gold & Silver
Sell Fine &
Fashion Jewelry
(515) 232-4665   |  233 Lincoln Way, Ames
Apple sandwiches
  1 large, firm apple
  3 tablespoons of peanut butter or almond butter
  1 tablespoon of raisins
  1 tablespoon of granola
Food
  5 cups rolled oats
  1 cup sweetened coconut 
flakes
   1 teaspoon cinnamon
  1/2 cup oil
  1/2 cup honey
   1 teaspoon vanilla extract
Crockpot granola
1.   Add oats, coconut and cinnamon to crockpot and stir  
to combine.
2.  Add oil and honey (if you use the same measuring cup 
you used for the oil to measure the honey, it will slide out of 
the cup more easily.)
3. Add vanilla.
4. Stir until all ingredients are well incorporated.
5. Cook on low for one hour with the lid of the crockpot 
cracked.
6. Stir granola and replace lid (slightly open).
7. Cook for two additional hours, stirring every 30 minutes 
for the first hour and every 15 minutes for the last hour. Be 
careful: The mixture can burn easily.
8. Store in an airtight container in the refrigerator.
Photos courtesy of Thinkstock
CALL NOW
for tours and
specials!
Apartment Must Haves
(515) 232-1046
1407 South Grand Ave. 
Ames, IA 50010
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After last year’s record-
breaking football season, 
Cyclone fans are anxiously 
awaiting this year’s kickoff. 
For first time attendees at Jack 
Trice Stadium, the excitement 
of the first game can some-
times be over taken by a dilem-
ma:  What do I wear? In order 
to make the special occasion 
stress free, we’ve come up with 
a few game day dos and don’ts 
that will ensure you won’t get 
arrested by the fashion police.
Don’t: Overdo it
Being a Cyclone fanatic 
can get the best of us. Piling on 
the ISU apparel is a great way 
to show your school pride but 
there’s no need to wear Cy on 
every inch of your body.
Do: Play up the  
cardinal and gold
The perfect way to com-
pliment any of your cyclone 
apparel is to accessorize with 
cardinal and gold. Like Tyra 
Banks likes to say, we present 
ourselves “H to T,” head to toe. 
Don’t forget about the “T.” 
Try incorporating Iowa 
State’s signature colors by 
dawning a pair of cardinal 
sneakers. Keds are not only 
comfortable but simple and 
classic, and they compliment 
almost any style. 
Another way to incorpo-
rate the colors is with a gold 
scarf. Not only is this color per-
fect for fall but it also can add a 
touch of sophistication to your 
causal look. 
By Jamie.Lauten 
@iowastatedaily.com
Style
How to dress like a Cyclone
File photo: Iowa State Daily
Cyclone fans tailgate before a football game. This is an 
excellent example of how to dress like a Cyclone.CYCLONES.p102 >>
233 Main Street 
(On the Corner of Main & Kellogg)
515-232-9053  •  theloftames.com
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As the beginning to a new school year 
quickly approaches, now is the time to 
start searching for the perfect backpack 
to sport around campus. Having the right 
backpack is crucial not only for school 
purposes, but it also says a lot about your 
style. There are many different styles and 
sizes to choose from. The most popular 
styles on Iowa State’s campus are: the 
original two shoulder strap backpack, a 
tote bag, a messenger bag and a one strap 
bag. Within these styles come a variety of 
colors and sizes.
Let’s begin with the “original” back-
pack; it is useful for any student who has 
multiple books to carry around campus, as 
it is easier to carry heavier items because 
of the two straps. While this bag may be 
seen as something a more serious student 
may carry, there are many bright colored 
School bags for fall
By Elizabeth.Krugler 
@iowastatedaily.com
Photo courtesy of  ThinkstockBAGS.p102 >>
Accessories
ISU Bucket List
5) Take a class 
   in every building
4) Kiss under the campanile
3) Storm the field after
   beating the Hawkeyes
(again)
2) Swim in Lake Laverne
 
 1) LEARN TO FLY
HAP’s
AIR S
ERVIC
E
515.23
2.431
0
2508 
Airpo
rt Dri
ve
 
Sell it online for FREE!
iowastatedaily.com/classifieds
NEED
EXTRA
CASH?
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or pattern options that take 
this regular bag and turn it in 
to something chic. Backpacks 
can be found a many stores 
including Sports Authority, 
Target and Scheels.
Next we have the ever-pop-
ular tote bag. The tote bag is 
used by many as a way to carry 
school supplies around cam-
pus in a stylish way. You can 
see trendy women across cam-
pus showing off their personal 
style with these bags. 
This bag option has a lot 
more variety than the “origi-
nal” backpack and gives off 
less of a “backpack” look, but 
this bag is worn on the shoul-
der so it can be harder to carry 
around heavy items. Some 
stores that have a variety 
of tote bags are Nordstrom, 
Macy’s and Yonkers.
The messenger bag is a 
quick alternative to the tote 
bag offering a large strap that 
can be worn across the body, 
making it easier to carry heavi-
er items without weighing on 
shoulders. Given the size of 
most messenger bags, it could 
be difficult to carry around 
several items at a time. But the 
messenger bag gives off a clas-
sic student look. It, too, can be 
found it many different colors 
and patterns. Messenger bags 
can be found at multiple places 
including Macy’s and Target.
Another popular bag seen 
on campus is the Longchamp 
bag. This bag is perfect for 
those who want to stylish but 
also have a bag that is useful 
to carry items around campus. 
This bag is easy to care for and 
to store, as it folds up in a small 
square. It also has a zipper to 
enclose the items in the bag. 
The Longchamp handbags 
come in different sizes and 
an array of colors providing 
a trendy yet practical bag. A 
couple stores that these bags 
can be found at are Von Maur 
and Nordstrom.
  There are many choices 
that factor when deciding 
what type of backpack to buy 
for this fall, so find the one best 
for you.
>>BAGS.p101
Try layering a white 
Cyclone tee with the bold col-
ored scarf and a jean jacket 
on those chillier game days. If 
you’re in the mood for some-
thing even more subdued, 
try wearing a cardinal or gold 
watch such as Anthropologie’s 
“after hours red wrap watch.”
Don’t: Wear uncomfort-
able clothing
Game days are long days. 
When you spend hours tail-
gating and watching the game, 
you want to feel as comfortable 
as possible. There’s no need to 
wear heels or the shortest skirt 
you own. At the end of the day 
you’re attending a football 
game, not a red carpet event.
Do: Embrace your  
personal style
Even though you’re 
cheering for the Cyclones 
doesn’t mean you have to be a 
Cy“Clone.” Just because the 
players are wearing a jersey 
doesn’t mean that’s the only 
thing you’re allowed to wear.
Wear clothes that express 
who you are and your indi-
vidual tastes. If you like to play 
up your girly side try pairing a 
white Cyclone tee with a high 
waisted red skirt or if you like 
to be a little more edgy, carry an 
eye popping bag like Forever 
21’s red “Studded Structured 
Crossbody” satchel.
Don’t: Wear Hawkeye 
apparel
Even though black and yel-
low may be Wiz Khalifa’s fa-
vorite colors, it doesn’t mean 
you should ever sport them. 
Remember this is Ames, not 
Iowa City. Make sure you’re 
cheering for the right team on 
game day.
Do: Be Creative
Think outside the box and 
break the norm. If you have 
some time, why not create a 
DIY game day dress. Oversized 
ISU T-shirts can be easily 
converted into cute strapless 
dresses. To learn how to create 
this look, go to: sweet-verbena.
blogspot.com/2011/09/game-
day-dress-tutorial.html.
>>CYCLONES.p100
Mon: 8am - 6pm, Tues: 8am - 5pm,  Wed: 9am - 5pm, Thurs: 8am - 5pm, 
Fri: 8am - 5pm  Sat: 9am - Noon, Sun: Closed
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   www.ldcgrandjunction.com 
This night position performs nightly 
laboratory tests of production 
samples for a dry mill ethanol plant 
to ensure the quality of the final 
product.
Primary function is to ensure the 
quality of the final product is in 
compliance with state and federal 
environmental regulations and 
company standards  
Apply in Person at 1149 U Avenue, 
Grand Junction, IA
or Contact Robin Shockey at 515-738-2900
Louis Dreyfus
Commodities
Lab Assistant 
•
Position Available We’re driven by 
true professionals.
www.transportamerica.com
Check out the Graduate 
Leadership Program, Internship 
Program and Fleet Leader 
Position on our website.
Please come and visit us
at the Career Night on
September 25th,
and learn more
about our
company.
 Looking for a place to learn, grow and lead?
Contact us at:  www.conductix.us
1 800 521 4888  Omaha, NE USA
Conductix-Wampfler has openings for:
• Mechanical Engineers • Manufacturing Engineers • Industrial Engineers • Electrical Engineers
Internships and Co-Ops Available. Follow us on:
Help Wanted Directory
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Help Wanted Directory
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Pick up 
the Daily
’s ultima
te stude
nt surviv
al guide
 and 
find out 
about Am
es, Iowa
 State an
d all of th
e ...
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Student Affairs Central Office • 515-294-4420 • www.studentaffairs.iastate.edu
Dean of  Students Office
515-294-1020
www.dso.iastate.edu
Thielen Student Health Center
515-294-5801
www.health.iastate.edu
Office of  the Registrar
515-294-1840
www.registrar.iastate.edu
Department of  Residence
515-294-2900
www.housing.iastate.edu
Enrollment Services
515-294-5836
www.admissions.iastate.edu
ISU Dining
515-294-3856
www.dining.iastate.edu
International Students  
& Scholars
515-294-1120
www.isso.iastate.edu
Memorial Union
515-294-6848
www.mu.iastate.edu
Student Counseling Service
515-294-5056
www.public.iastate.edu/~stdtcouns
Learning Communities
515-294-5165
www.lc.iastate.edu
Division of  Student Affairs
Student Success  
Is Our Mission
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What’s your
COLOR?
red
1
yellow
5
blue
3
purple
7
green
2
orange
23
brown
6
gray
4
cardinal
21
pink
10
gold
22
iOS Android
What’s your
COLOR?
red
1
yellow
5
blue
3
purple
7
green
2
orange
23
brown
6
gray
4
cardinal
21
pink
10
gold
22
iOS Android
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What’s your
COLOR?
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1
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5
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3
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7
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2
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6
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Welcome
to Campus Living!
www.housing.iastate.edu
Success
Our entire staff 
is here to help 
you succeed! Have 
questions? Ask 
your CA, HD or 
anyone else that 
works in the 
Department of 
Residence.
Get
Involved!
Join your house 
cabinet! Ask 
your CA for 
other ways to 
get involved on 
campus!
ISUdor Part of the Division of 
Student Affairs!
Whether it’s a re
s-hall room, apa
rtment or suite
, 
we offer endless
 resources and fl
exible contracts
 to 
help you make t
he most out of
 college life.
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